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The aim of this paper is to give a classification of a certain class of
semiclassical parabolic systems of rank 4.
Definition 1. Let G be any group. A semiclassical parabolic system for
G is a set Pii 2 I, I D 1; : : : ; n, of subgroups of G with the following
properties:
(i) G D P1; : : : Pn and G 6D Gi D Pjj 2 I n i for all i 2 I.
(ii) There exists a finite subgroup S  B D TniD1 Pi such that S 2
Syl2Pi \ Syl2Pij for all i; j 2 I, where Pij D Pi; Pj.
(iii) For all i 2 I, Pi=BPi is a rank-1-Lie group defined over a field of
char 2 with Borel subgroup B=BPi .
(iv) For all i; j 2 I, i 6D j, either Pij D PiPj or Pij=BPij is a rank-2-Lie
group defined over a field of char 2 or Pij=BPij
D 3A6 or 366 and the last
case occurs at least once (otherwise the system is called classical).
(v) BG D
T
g2G Bg D 1.
We call the subgroups Pi the minimal parabolics, the Gi the maximal
parabolics, and n the rank of the parabolic system.
*This work is part of the Ph.D. thesis of the author.
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To each parabolic system we associate a diagram 1 over I in the following
way:
— if Pij D PiPj then i; j are not connected,
— if Pij=BPij is a rank-2-Lie group, we take the corresponding Dynkin
diagram for the edge between i and j,
— if Pij=BPij
D 3A6 or 366, we take the symbol  i j .
Parabolic systems are closely related to flag-transitive geometries and
can be viewed as a certain generalization of buildings (for details see, e.g.,
[Bue], or [Pas]). The class of semiclassical parabolic systems seems to be
interesting because a couple of the sporadic simple groups possess such
systems (see, e.g., [RoSt]).
For semiclassical parabolic systems of rank 3 there exists a local classi-
fication in [Tim]. Among the possible diagrams one is of special interest:
   . Based upon a result of [Row] that in this case S D 29
or 210, it was shown in [H2] that the corresponding automorphism group
is isomorphic to a non-split extension 37Sp62, if S D 29, and to one
of the sporadic simple groups M24 and He, if S D 210. A classification
of rank-4-parabolic systems containing a rank-3-subdiagram   
corresponding to M24 or He is given in [FuSt] and semiclassical parabolic
systems of rank n  5 are going to be considered in a forthcoming pa-
per by A. Fukshansky, G. Stroth, and the author. In this paper we classify
semiclassical parabolic systems of rank 4 under the assumption that each
rank-3-subdiagram    belongs to 37Sp62. For abbreviation we
denote the corresponding class of groups by C, i.e.,
C D GG is a group with a semiclassical parabolic system of rank
4 such that the corresponding diagram is connected and every
subdiagram    belongs to 37Sp62.
We are now able to state our main theorem. We will use the symbol
  when we do not care whether a diagram is of shape   or
  . A rank-3-diagram resp. the corresponding group is said to be of
type (X) if it is as in (1.1) (X) (see Section 1).
Main Theorem. Let P1; P2; P3; P4 be a semiclassical parabolic system
of rank 4 for a group G with connected diagram 1. Suppose that every rank-
3-subdiagram    belongs to the group 37Sp62. Then we have
one of the following cases:
1:a 1 D
 1 2
 
4 3
Ki D 1 for all i; G1 D G2 D A7; and G3
and G4 are of type (F),
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1:b
1 D
 1 2
 
4 3
o
_
^
o
_
^
and one of the following holds:
(i) Ki D 1 and Gi is of type (F) for
i D 1; 2; 3; 4;
(ii) we can choose numeration such
that K1 D K3 D 1; G1 and G3
are of type (E), and G2=K2 and
G4=K4 are of type (F);
2:a 1 D  


 !!!
aaa1 2
3
4
K3 D K4 D 1; G1 D 26A7;
2:b
1 D  




!!
!
aaa1 2
3
4
and one of the following holds:
(i) K1 D K4 D 1; G1 D 37Sp62;
or Sp62;
(ii) K4D 1; G1D 26A7; and G3=K3
is as in (1.1) (E),
2:c
1 D  


 

!!
!
aaa1 2
3
4
and one of the following holds:
(i) Ki D 1 and all Gi are of type (F)
for i D 1; 3; 4.
(ii) We can choose numeration such
that K1 D K3 D 1; G1 and G3
are of type (E) and G4=K4 is of
type (F);
3:a 1 D    1 2 3 4 G D 335Sp82
3:b 1 D   1 2 3 4 and the following holds:
(i) There exists a homomorphism ’ x G ! F42 which maps the
maximal parabolics G1;G2;G3;G4 onto the maximal parabolics of F42.
(ii) If ker’ is abelian then G is a non-split extension 3833F42.
(iii) There exists a group G D 3833F42 with this diagram.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 1 we establish a list of the
diagrams we have to examine. Then, for the diagrams obtained there, we
must determine the possible amalgams of parabolic subgroups, where by
an amalgam A we just understand a family A D A1; : : : ;An of groups
such that the multiplications in Ai and Aj coincide on Ai \Aj , and two
amalgams A D A1; : : : ;An, B D B1; : : : ; Bn are isomorphic if there
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exist isomorphisms ’i x Ai ! Bi with ’iAi\Aj D ’jAi\Aj . For the needed
background results we assume the reader to be familiar with [W4, Sect. 1].
Some further preparatory lemmas are contained in Section 2 of the present
paper. Sections 3 and 4 contain the proof of the Main Theorem, where
in Section 3 we derive some general results being applicable to different
diagrams and in Section 4 we investigate each parabolic system itself.
In the following if not stated explicitly otherwise G always denotes a
group with a semiclassical parabolic system P1; : : : ; Pn, Gi D Pjj 6D
i, Ki D BGi , Gij D Pkk 6D i; j, Kij D BGij , Ni is the full preimage of
O3Gi=Ki in Gi, Nij is the full preimage of O3Gij=Kij in Gij , and Zi D
1ZSGi. The rest of the notation is standard and can be found in any
introductory book to (finite) group theory (e.g., [Asch], [Go]).
1. DETERMINATION OF THE POSSIBLE DIAGRAMS
Let 1 be the diagram of a group G 2 C. If we remove any node i from
1, the remaining diagram 1i is the diagram of a (semi-)classical parabolic
system of rank 3. The local structure of such systems is described in [Tim]
and we get the following
Lemma 1.1. Let G 2 C with diagram 1. Choose numeration such that the
diagram 14 obtained by removing from 1 the node 4 and all edges incident to it
is connected. Let NG4 D G4=K4. Then (up to numeration) one of the following
holds:
(A) 14 D   1 2 3 NG4 D A7 or A8.
(B) 14 D   1 2 3 NG4 D A7, Sp62 or −8 2.
(C) 14 D   1 2 3 NG4 D 37Sp62.
(D) 14 D   1 2 3 NG14 D G22, NG34 D 23:L32 and NG24 D
Q8 Q83  32.
(E) 14 D    1 2 3 NG24= NK24 D 63  63, 1Z NS ¯ NG24 and
for i D 1; 3 the following holds: NGi4= NKi4 2 A6; 66; 3A6; 366, 24   NKi4 
25, NKi4 is an indecomposible NGi4= NKi4-module, C NKi4 NGi4= NKi4 D 1 and the
extension NKi4 ¯ NGi4 splits except possibly when NG14= NK14 D NG34= NK34 D 66
and  NK14 D  NK34 D 24.
(F) 14 D    1 2 3 NG24= NK24 D 3  32 and for i D 1; 3 we
have NKi4 D 1 and NGi4 2 A6; 66; 3A6; 366.
(G) 14 D   1 2 3 NG14= NK14 D A6, NG34= NK34 D −6 2, andNG24= NK24 D A5  63,  NK14 x O2 NG14 D 3; O2 NG14 is special with
8O2 NG14 D 24 and O2 NG14 x 8O2 NG14 D 26; NK34 is extraspe-
cial of order 27.
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Proof. By assumption 1 contains a subdiagram  i j , and since 1
is connected there exists a node k 6D i; j which is joined to i or j by an
edge in 1. We see from [Tim, Theorem 2] that the diagram induced by
i; j; k must be as in (C), (E) or (F). In particular, Pl=BPl D 63 for l 2
i; j; k. Since i; j; k \ 1; 2; 3  2 the assertion about NG4 now follows
from investigating the diagrams in [Tim, Theorem 2]. Notice that case (9)
of [Tim, Theorem 2] cannot occur because there does not exist a rank-3-
diagram involving   and A5. We remark also that some of the details
about the structure of the parabolics are taken from [St1, (1.8)].
Now we are able to determine the possibilities for 1. Suppose first that 1
is a square containing the edge  1 2 . It follows from [Gil] that 1 does
not contain any subdiagram belonging to 37Sp62. Hence by (1.1), NG3 andNG4 must be of type (E) or (F). In particular Pi=BPi D 63 for i 2 1; 2; 3; 4.
Thus NG1 and NG2 cannot be of type (G) and we only get two possibilities:
1 D
 1 2
 
4 3
NG3 and NG4 are of type (E) or (F). a
1 D
 1 2
 
4 3
o
_
^
o
_
^
NGi is of type (E) or (F) for all i. b
If 1 is a star containing the edge  1 2 , by (1.1), NG3 and NG4 must be of
type (C), (E), or (F). This already determines 1 and we get the diagrams:
1 D  


 !!!
aaa1 2
3
4
c
1 D  




!!
!
aaa1 2
3
4
NG3 is of type (E) or (F), NG1 D
A7; Sp62, or 37Sp62.
d
1 D  


 

!!
!
aaa1 2
3
4
NGi is of type (E) or (F) for i D 1; 3; 4. e
Now let 1 be a string and choose numeration rising from left to right.
We may assume that 1 contains  2 3 or  3 4 .
If 1 does not contain any subdiagram   then NG1 must be of type
(E) or (F). Now NG4 may be of type (E), (F), or (G) and we distinguish the
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cases:
1 D      1 2 3 4 NG1 and NG4 are of type (E) or (F). f
1 D    1 2 3 4
NG1 is of type (E) or (F) and NG4 is of
type (G).
g
Notice that in (f) P1=BP1
D 63, while in (g) P1=BP1 D A5.
If 1 contains a subdiagram   , we may assume that this is  2 3
or  1 2 . In the first case (1.1) yields three possibilities:
1 D    1 2 3 4 h
1 D    1 2 3 4 i
1 D    1 2 3 4 : j
In the second case we get the two diagrams
1 D   1 2 3 4 k
1 D    1 2 3 4 NG1 is of type (E) or (F), l
using the fact that types (D) and (G) cannot be involved in 1 since 11
contains   .
It was shown in [IS], [ShSt] that in case (h), G is a non-split extension
335Sp82. In fact, it was shown in those papers that there exists a uniquely
determined series of parabolic systems with diagram
   1 2 3     n−1 n
belonging to groups 3nSp2n2, where n D 2n − 12n−1 − 1=3.
Case (i) we will treat more generally: We show that there does not exist
a group G with parabolic system of (arbitrary) rank n  4 such that the
corresponding diagram is of shape
  1 2 3      n−2 n−1 n;
G1=K1 D 3n−1Sp2n−22, and either Gn=Kn D 3n−1Sp2n−22 or the
diagram induced by the nodes 1 and 2 is  1 2 . Here the arguments
used in the proof either do not really depend on n or force n to be small
(usually n  5). We denote the whole class of groups we are interested in
by C0, i.e.,
C0 D GG 2 C or G has a minimal parabolic system of rank n with
diagram   1 2 3      n−2 n−1 n such that G1=K1 D
3n−1Sp2n−22 and either Gn=Kn D 3n−1Sp2n−22 or the
diagram induced by 1 and 2 is  1 2.
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2. SOME RESULTS ABOUT MODULES
Lemma 2.1. Let G D −2nC22, let n  2, P1; : : : ; Pn be the minimal
parabolics of G corresponding to the diagram   1 2 3     n−1 n ,
and let S 2 Syl2Pi for all i. Let V be a nontrivial irreducible GF2G-
module.
(i) If V is the natural module then NGCV S D P1; : : : ; Pn−1.
(ii) If V is an F1-module then V is the natural module.
Proof. See [St2, (1.4), (1.1)].
Lemma 2.2. Let G D −2n2 and let V be the natural GF2G-module.
Let 0 6D v 2 V be a singular vector, G1 D Gv, and A  O2G1. Then:
(i) V x CV A > A.
(ii) If A acts quadratically on V , then A  2n−1.
Proof. Part (i) is just [St2, (1.5)]. Now suppose V;A;A D 0, i.e.,
V;A  CV A. Take w 2 V n v?. Then w;x 2 v? n v for all
x 2 O2G1 and v?; O2G1  v. So
w;xy C v D w;x C v C w; y C v
and the map ’ x x! w;x is an isomorphism ’ x O2G1 ! v?=v. In
particular V;A  w;A D A. Now from (i) we get
V  x A > CV A  V;A  A;
so A2 < V  D 2n and (ii) follows.
Lemma 2.3. Let G D A7 or A8 and V a nontrivial GF2G-module.
(i) If V is irreducible then dim V 2 4; 6; 14. If G D A8 and V is an
F1-module then dim V 2 4; 6.
(ii) If G D A8, CV G D 0, V an F1-module and V contains an ir-
reducible submodule V1 such that dim V1 D 4 and V=V1 involves the module
dual to V1 then dim V D 8. If 1 6D A  O2G1 for some maximal parabolic
G1 D 23L32 then V x CV A > A.
Proof. For (i) see, e.g., [H1, (1.10)].
Now suppose the assumptions of (ii) and let A be an offending sub-
group for V . Suppose V involves at least three nontrivial modules. Then
A  4. Let a 2 A#. If V1 x CV1a D 4 then  QV x C QV a  4 for any
nontrivial module QV , so V x CV A  V x CV a  64 > 2A. So A
contains just transvections and A  8. Let a1; a2 2 A#; a1 6D a2. Then it
is easy to see that either CV1a1 6D CV1a2, hence V1 x CV1A  4, or
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V1; a1 6D V1; a2 and V 1 x CV 1 A D V1;A  4, where V 1 denotes
the module dual to V1. In any case we have V x CV A  16. So A D 8.
But now V1 x CV1AV 1 x CV 1 A  16, so V x CV A  32 > 2A, a
contradiction. Because of [St2, (1.7)(a)] and the assumption CV G D 0, V
does not involve a trivial module, so dim V D 8 holds.
Now let A be any nontrivial subgroup of O2G1. Then A  8 and for
A D 4 or 8 we get V x CV A > A as above. For A D 2 the assertion
is obvious.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a group possessing a (semi-)classical parabolic
system of rank 3 with diagram    1 2 3 such thatGi=Ki D A6; 66; 3A6,
or 366 and 24  Ki  25 for i D 1; 3 (so G is of type (E) in the notation of
(1.1)). If V is an irreducible nontrivial GF2G-module, then:
(i) V is not an F-module.
(ii) If V is an F1-module, then dim V D 12 and G=CGV  D 3U432
or 3U434. In particular, O3G=CGV  (which is equal to O3Gi for i D 1
or 3) acts fixed-point-freely on V .
Proof. This is shown in [W3].
Since we are also considering groups in C0 nC, we will have to deal with
modules for the groups 3nSp2n2, n  3. It was shown in [Gil, (3.4.2)]
that if G D 37Sp62 acts on an SC C 1-module V then O3G; V  D 0.
Thus V is actually an Sp62-module and the structure of V is more or less
known by [W4, (1.7)]. In (2.8) we will generalize the result of [Gil, (3.4.2)]
to the whole series of groups 3nSp2n2, n  3. In some cases this will
enable us to argue similarly as in the classification of the corresponding
classical parabolic systems. Lemmas 2.5 to 2.7 are preparations for the proof
of (2.8). The first of them is probably well known, but for convenience
of the reader we give a proof. By m2G we denote the 2-rank of the
group G.
Lemma 2.5. Let G D Sp2n2, n  1. Then m2G D nnC 1=2.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n D 1 the statement is true
since Sp22 D L22 D 63. Now let n > 1, A  G be an elementary abelian
subgroup of maximal rank and G1 the stabilizer of a point in the natural
representation of G. Then G1 D K1H1 with K1 D O2G1, H1 D Sp2n−22,
and NK1 D K1=ZG1 is the natural H1-module. Since G1 contains a Sylow-
2-subgroup of G we can assume ZG1  A  G1. Then, for some k 
n− 1, we can write
A \K1 D
kM
iD1
Vi  R
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with pairwise orthogonal hyperbolic planes Vi and R D RadA \K1. Now
AK1=K1  CG1=K1
Lk
iD1 Vi D Sp2n−k−12. So by induction AK1=K1 
2n−k−1n−k=2 and since A \K1  2nCk we get
m2G 
1
2
n− k− 1n− k C nC k
D 1
2
n− 1n− kn− kn− k− 1 C 2nC 2k
D 1
2
nnC 1 − k2n− kC 3  1
2
nnC 1:
On the other hand it is well known (see, e.g., [Tay, Exercise 8.2]) that
O2Gn is elementary abelian of rank nn C 1=2 where Gn denotes the
stabilizer of a maximal isotropic subspace. So the assertion is proved.
Lemma 2.6. Let G D Ln2 and G3 D 3m the order of a Sylow-3-
subgroup of G. Then m  3n=4.
Proof. We have Ln2 D 2nn−1=2
Qn
iD12i − 1 and we are going to
show by induction on k that
(i) 3k divides 2a − 1 iff 2  3k−1 divides a and
(ii) 3k is the largest 3-power dividing 223
k−1 − 1.
Then the lemma follows from
m  n
2
C n
6
C n
18
C    D n
2
1X
iD1
1
3
i D 3n
4
:
It is easily seen that (i) and (ii) hold for k D 1. Now assume they hold for
some k  1. Then since
223
k−1 − 1 D 23k−1 C 123k−1 − 1
and
23
k−1 − 1  2 − 1  1 mod 3
3k is the largest 3-power dividing 23
k−1 C 1. Now
23
k C 1 D 223k−1  23k−1 C 1
D 223k−123k−1 C 1 − 223k−1 − 1
D 23k−1 C 1223k−1 − 23k−1 C 1
and
223
k−1 − 23k−1 C 1  4− 2 C 1  0 mod 3:
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So 3kC1 divides 223
k − 1 D 23k C 123k − 1. Considering the solutions of
X2 −X C 1 mod 9 it is not difficult to see that 223k−1 − 23k−1 C 1 is not
divisible by 9, so 3kC1 is the largest 3-power dividing 223
k − 1, i.e., (ii) holds
for kC 1. But if 3kC1 divides 2a − 1, then also
2a − 1− 223k − 1 D 223k2a−23k − 1
and we easily get (i) by induction on a.
Lemma 2.7. Let G D Sp2n2 or 3nSp2n2, n  3, and t 2 G an in-
volution. Then there exist conjugates t1; : : : ; t2nC1 of t in G such that G D
t1; : : : ; t2nC1.
Proof. First of all, the extension 3nSp2n2 is a non-split extension
and O33nSp2n2 is an irreducible Sp2n2-module. Therefore it suf-
fices to consider the case G D Sp2n2. We proceed by induction on n and
the induction is anchored by [Gil, (3.4.2)]. So let n > 3 and t 2 G an invo-
lution. Let G1 D 21C2n−1Sp2n−22 denote the stabilizer of a point in the
natural representation of G. Then there exists g 2 G such that tg 2 G1,
tg 62 O2G1. By induction there are conjugates t1; : : : ; t2n−1 of tg in G1
with G1 D t1; : : : ; t2n−1O2G1. As t1 62 O2G1 D CG1O2G1=ZG1,
there exists an element x 2 O2G1 with x; t1 62 ZG1. Set t2n D tx1 and
H D t1; : : : ; t2n. Then G1 D O2G1H and H \ O2G1 6 ZG1. But
O2G1 is an indecomposable G1=O2G1-module, so G1 D H. Finally there
exists h 2 G with t2nC1 D th1 62 G1. As G1 is a maximal subgroup of G we
get G D G1; th D t1; : : : ; t2nC1.
Proposition 2.8. Let G D 3nSp2n2, n  3, and 0 6D V an irreducible
GF2G-module. Suppose there exists an involution t 2 G such that V x
CV t  2m2GC2 (i.e., V is an SC C 2-module). Then either
(i) O3G; V  D 0 or
(ii) n D 3 and V is a uniquely determined 56-dimensional module, in
particular CV G1 6D 0 for G1  G, G1 D 25:366.
Proof. Suppose false. Then V D V;O3G and CV O3G D 0 by ir-
reducibility of V . By (2.7) we have G D t1; : : : ; t2nC1 with conjugates
t1; : : : ; t2nC1 of t. Thus we get 0 D CV G D
T2nC1
iD1 CV ti and
V   V x CV t2nC1  22nC1m2GC2: (1)
On the other hand 3n must divide Lk2 for k D dim V . So from (2.5),
(2.6), and (1) follows
n D 2
n − 12n−1 − 1
3
 3k
4
 3m2G C 22nC 1
4
D 3nnC 1 C 42nC 1
8
;
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which is only possible for n D 3; 4. In these cases we decompose V DL
H2H CV H where H denotes the set of hyperplanes H  O3G with
CV H 6D 0. Taking H 2 H we get
dim V  dimCV H  G x NGH  2  G x NGH:
It follows from [A] that G x NGH  120 if n D 4 and G x NGH  28
if n D 3. Using now (1), in the case n D 4 we get the contradiction
240  dim V  2  4C 1

4  5
2
C 2

D 108;
while in the case n D 3 we get dim V D 56 and NGH=O3G D O−6 2.
Furthermore, there is only one conjugacy class of hyperplanes H with
CV H 6D 0. A GF2G-module with these properties is constructed in [Sh]
as the faithful component of the natural representation module of the tilde
geometry of G. As G1 D 25:366 is the stabilizer of point in this geometry,
G1 fixes a nontrivial vector in the module.
On the other hand it follows from [IS, (9.3), (9.4)] that a subgroup
O−6 2 D K  G=O3G stabilizes exactly one subgroup of O3G of or-
der 3. As G=O3G preserves a nondegenerate quadratic form on O3G,
K also stabilizes exactly one hyperplane H  O3G and so V is uniquely
determined.
3. SOME GENERAL LEMMAS
In this section we derive some general results about the structure of the
involved groups. By the results of Section 1, except in the cases (g), (i) and
for groups in C0 n C, Pi=BPi D 63 holds for all i 2 I and [W4, (1.1)] yields
that B D S and that all the Ki are 2-groups, i.e., Ki D O2Gi. We will use
this fact freely throughout the rest of the paper.
Lemma 3.1. Let G 2 C such that the corresponding diagram is a string
with numeration rising from left to right. Suppose
G34=K34 D A6; 66; 3A6; 366; L32; or −6 2
and P4=BP4
D 63. Then G13=K13 D 63  63.
Proof. First of all, if G34=K34 D −6 2, then we are in one of the cases
(g) or (i) of Section 1. In particular G12=K12 D 366 or 3A6, P2=BP2 D 63
and P1=BP1
D A5, because A5 cannot be involved in a connected diagram
of rank 3 together with   . If G34=K34 is any of the other groups we
have P2=BP2
D 63 anyway. So the proof of the lemma reduces to exclude the
possibility G13=K13 D 3  32 or, equivalently, the case K13 D BP2 D
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BP4 . But G3=K3
D H  63 or H  32, where H 0 D G34=K340 is one
of the groups listed above. Now we see from P2  G34 that there is an
element x 2 S \G034, x 62 BP2 and x;O2P4  K3  K13. Thus x 2 BP4
and BP4 6D BP2 .
The next lemma will be useful in all the cases when the diagram 1 be-
longing to G contains only double bonds. Recall that for any p-group P the
Thompson-subgroup JP of P is the group JP D AA 2 AP, where
AP D A  PA is elementary abelian, A maximal}:
Lemma 3.2. Let G 2 C such that Gi=Ki and Gj=Kj are of type (E) for
some i 6D j.
(i) If CSKl  Kl for l D i; j and 1ZS 5 Gi, then JS ¯ Gi
and 1ZS ¯ Gj .
(ii) If there is k 6D i; j such that Gk=Kk is also of type (E), then
CSKl  Kl for at most one l 2 i; j; k.
Proof. If A 2 AS then ZiA \Ki is elementary abelian and
A  ZiA \Ki D
Zi  A \Ki
Zi \A
:
As Zi \A  CZiA this yields
Zi x CZiA  Zi x Zi \A  A x A \Ki D AKi=Ki:
If A 6 Ki, then Zi is an F-module with offending subgroup AKi=Ki. So
by (2.4), A  Ki for all A 2 A and JS  Ki. Hence JS D JKi ¯ Gi.
Now 1ZS ¯ Gj because otherwise the same argument would yield
JS D JKj ¯ Gi;Gj D G. So (i) is shown.
If Gk=Kk is also of type (E) and CSKl  Kl for at least two l 2 i; j; k,
we may assume that these are i and j and, by (i), that 1ZS ¯ Gj .
Now if CSKk  Kk we can apply (i) also to the pair Gi;Gk. Then we
get the contradiction 1ZS ¯ Gj;Gk D G. But if CSKk 6 Kk, then
Gk D CGkKkS by (2.2) and 1 6D 1ZS \ Kk ¯ Gj;Gk D G, also a
contradiction. This yields (ii).
The following lemma is the “tilded” version of [St1, (1.14)]. It applies to
groups with a diagram of shape
  

oo
oo
2
  
 
 @
@
@

where one of the   is equal to   and the other two are any of
the allowed (including trivial) bonds such that the resulting diagram belongs
to the class C.
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Lemma 3.3. Let G 2 C with numeration such that G1=K1 D Sp62 or
37Sp62, G2=K2 is of type (E) and G12=K12 D 366 resp. 66. If CSK1  K1
and 1ZS ¯ G2 then CSK2 6 K2.
Proof. Suppose the assertion of the lemma is false. Then by [W4,
(1.5)] Z1 is an F1-module and by (2.8), Z1;N1 D 1. Let QZ1  Z1 be
an irreducible submodule and T2 D 1ZS \ QZ1. As T2;G12 D 1 and
G12N1=N1 D 2566, by [W4, (1.7),(1.8)] QZ1 is the natural Sp62-module.
Let H1 D P2, H2 D G2, Q1 D O2H1, Q2 D K2, T1 D TH12  and V2 D
TH21 . The action of Sp62 on the natural module yields T2 D 2, T1 D 4,
T1; S D T2 and CH1T1 D Q1. Moreover,
V2;Q2 D TH21 ;Q2  T1;Q2H2 D TH22 D T2; (1)
i.e., Q2  CSV2=T2. Let OZ1 D TG121   V2. Then  QZ1 x OZ1 D 2 and OZ1=T2
is an irreducible G12=N12-module of dimension 4. So G12=Q2 acts nontriv-
ially on V2=T2 and CSV2=T2 D Q2.
Now we look at the coset graph 0 D 0H1;H2. Choose  2 0 such
that b D d1;  is minimal with respect to T1  H, T1 6 HC1 for some
C 1 2 1.
Suppose b D 1, i.e., T1 6 Q2. Then we have CSQ2=T2 6 Q2 and H2 D
CH2Q2=T2S. This implies that O2H2;Q2  T2 and O2H2;Q2 DO2H2;Q2; O2H2 D 1 in contradiction to our assumption CSQ2 
Q2.
Hence b  2. Suppose b  3. Then T1  O2Hx1  for all x 2 H2. So
T1; T x1  D 1 and V2 D Tx1 x 2 H2 is elementary abelian. Let 1; 2; : : : ;
− 1;  be a path of minimal length b from 1 to .
Assume   2. As d1x;   d1x; 2 C d2;  D 1C b− 1 D b for all
x 2 H2, we have Tx1  H and V2  H. Similarly V  H2, so V2; V 
V2 \ V. As V2 and V are abelian, V2 acts quadratically on V and vice
versa. But, as mentioned above, V2 \ QZ1 involves the nontrivial G12=N12 D
66-module OZ1. Hence we can apply [W3, (1.4)] and get that no 4-group
acts quadratically on V2 resp. V. Therefore V2 x V2 \ Q D 2 and V x
V \Q2  2. For t 2 T1 nQ this yields
V x CVt  V x V \H1  V \H1 x V \Q1  4;
i.e., V is an F1-module in contradiction to (2.4).
So   1. Then T  H1, 1 6D T1; T  T1 \ T and there is a symme-
try in 1 and . Moreover T1; T  Q−1; T \ T1;Q2 D T−1 \ T2, so
T−1 D T2 D T1 \ T.
Choose 2 6D 0 2 11 such that T 6 H0. For γ 2 10 we have
dγ; − 2  dγ; 1 C d1; − 2  2 C b− 2 D b:
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Hence Tγ  H−2 and V0 D Tγγ 2 10  H−2. As T−1  T1  V0 and
V0 is abelian, V0  CH−2T−1 D H−2 \H−1. It follows that V0; V−1 
V−1 and that V−1 \H0 acts quadratically on V0. Now [W3, (1.4)] yields as
before
V−1 \H0 x V−1 \Q0  2: (2)
Moreover, by (1) we have V−1 \ Q0; V0  V−1 \ T0. But V−1 \ T0 D 1
because otherwise T1 D T0T2  V−1 would imply T1; T  V 0−1 D 1. So
V−1 \Q0 D CV−1V0 and with (2) we get
V−1 x CV−1V0 D V−1 x V−1 \Q0
D V−1 x V−1 \H0  V−1 \H0 x V−1 \Q0  4:
Now again (2.4) implies V0  Q−1  H since otherwise V−1 would be an
F1-module with offending subgroup V0Q−1=Q−1. But then
V0; T  Q−1; T D T−1  T1  V0;
which yields the contradiction V0 ¯ H0; T D G.
It remains to consider the case b D 2, i.e., V2; T1 6D 1. Now we leave
the coset-graph and look at the groups G1 and G2. From T1  QZ1 and
V2  K2 we get V2  G1, V2 6 K1. Since V2K1 ¯ G12, the structure of
G12=K1 yields V2K1=K1 D 2 or 25. Considering the action of K12=K1 on
the natural module QZ1 one easily sees that in the first case we would have
V2; OZ1 D 1, which is impossible because of T1  OZ1. In the second case
we get  QZ1; V2 D 25, hence QZ1 6 K2 by (1). Now QZ1K2=K2 ¯ G12=K2,
so  QZ1K2=K2 D 24 or 25 by the structure of G2=Q2. But this yields the
contradiction
25 D  QZ1; V2   QZ1;K2   QZ1 \K2  22:
In the next lemma, by   we mean any of the allowed (nontrivial)
bonds.
Lemma 3.4. Let G 2 C with diagram of shape   
 1 2 3 4
,
G4=K4 of type (E) and P4=BP4
D 63. Suppose CSKi  Ki for i D 1; 4 and
1ZS;G14 D 1. Then 1ZS ¯ G4.
Proof. Assume the assertion is false, i.e., 1ZS 5 G4. Then Z4 is
an F1-module by [W4, (1.5)] and the structure of Z4=ZG4 is described
in (2.4) and [W3, (2.1)]. In particular, as 1ZS;G14 D 1, we have
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G34=K34 D 3A6 or 366 and N34; Z4 D 212. Let QZ4 D CZ4K34=K4. By
[W3, (2.1)] Z4 x QZ4 D 26, Z4;K34  QZ4 and Z4= QZ4 is an irreducible
module for G34=K34 with
Z4= QZ4P1=K34 D
0@ 21 2
1
1A and Z4= QZ4P2=K34 D
0@ 12 1
2
1A: (1)
We look at the coset-graph 0 D 0G3;G4. Choose  2 0 such that d4; 
is minimal with respect to Z4  G, Z4 6 GC1 for some  C 1 2 1.
As Z4 is not an F-module, [W4, (1.3)] yields   3. Thus G D G \
GC1t;KC1 for some t 2 Z4 nK and G \GC1 acts on CZC1t. We
may suppose d3;  D d4;  − 1. Then ZC1  G3 and
ZC1 x CZC1t  ZC1 x ZC1 \K4
D ZC1 x ZC1 \G4  ZC1 \G4 x ZC1 \K4
 2  K34 x K4  26:
(2)
As t 62 GC1, we have t; ZC1 6D 1, and the irreducible action of G \GC1
on ZC1= QZC1 implies CZC1t D QZC1. In particular, all the inequalities in
(2) are equalities. Moreover ZC1 6 G4 and we have ZC1 \G4K4=K4 D
K34=K4. So there is a symmetry in 4 and  C 1 and there exists an s 2
ZC1 nG4 such that  QZ4; s D 1. Now ZG4 D ZG4 \ QZ4 ¯ s;G34 D G3
and ZG4 D 1, Z4 D 212.
Let NK34 D K34=K4 and t 2 Z4 nK as above. Then the map ’ x Nq! q; t
is a group homomorphism ’ x NK34 ! QZ4.
Let x 2 G34 such that xK34 2 CG34=K34t QZ4 and Nq 2 NK34. Then tx
−1 D ts
for some s 2 QZ4 and
’ Nqx D  Nqx; t D  Nq; tx−1x D  Nq; tsx D  Nq; tx D ’ Nqx:
This means that ’ is even a CG34=K34t QZ4-module homomorphism. As
K34; t D ZC1 \G4; t D 25 by (2), we must have ker’ D C NK34t DNK4 D 1, i.e., NK34 is isomorphic as CG34=K34t QZ4-module to a 5-dimensional
submodule of QZ4. Now by [Par, (1.6)] G34=K34 has two orbits on Z4= QZ4#
of length 18 resp. 45 and as Z4 x Z4 \GC1 D 2 we can choose t such that
t QZ4 lies in the orbit of length 45. Then CG34=K34t QZ4 is conjugate to one
of the parabolic subgroups of G34. It follows from (1) that this parabolic
must be P1. But 1ZS=K4 ¯ G24=K4 and P1  G24, so NK34 involves
only one nontrivial composition factor for P1=BP1
D 63. This contradicts
the structure of the 6-dimensional 366-module.
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4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
4.1. Systems Whose Diagram is a Square
Lemma 4.1. If
1 D
 1 2
 
4 3
;
then Ki D 1 for i D 1; 2; 3; 4, G1 D G2 D A7 and G3, G4 are of type (F).
Proof. We are considering the diagram (a) from Section 1, and in Sec-
tion 1 we have already said that G3=K3 and G4=K4 must be of type (E)
or (F). In particular Pi=BPi
D 63 for i D 1; 2; 3; 4 and by (1.1) we have
Gi=Ki D A7 or Sp62 for i D 1; 2.
Suppose G1=K1 D G2=K2 D Sp62. Then G3=K3 and G4=K4 must be of
type (E) because G13=K13 D G24=K24 D 63  63.
Suppose CSK1 6 K1. Then G1 D CG1K1S and
K1K2=K2  CK12=K2O2G12=K2 D 1:
So K1  K2. As K1 D K2 we get K1 D K2 D 1, G1 D G2 D Sp62 and
S 2 Syl2G1 \ Syl2G2 is isomorphic to a Sylow-2-subgroup of Sp62.
Let z D ZG14. By [Gil, (2.4)], z is the unique element in ZS which is
not a square in S. Therefore, we must also have z D ZG23, which yields
the contradiction z D G14;G23 D G.
So by symmetry we have CSKi  Ki for i D 1; 2. If CSK3 6 K3 then
K3K2=K2  CK23=K2O2G23=K2 and K3K2=K2  2 by the structure of
G23=K2 D 21C466. Now from K2  K3 we get
K2 x K2 \K3 D
K2
K3
 K3 x K2 \K3  2:
But then G23;K2  K2 \K3, O2G23;K2 D 1 and CSK2 6 K2, which
we have just excluded.
So CSKi  Ki for i D 1; 2; 3; 4. Now 1ZS 5 G14 or G23; w.l.o.g.
let’s assume the first. Then Z4 6D 1ZS and by [W4, (1.5)] Z4 is an
F1-module for G4=K4. But as G14=K14 D 66 and 1ZS;G14 6D 1, this
contradicts (2.4).
So at least one of G1 and G2 must involve A7. Assume that this is G1, but
that we still have G2=K2 D Sp62. Then, as above, G4=K4 is of type (E).
If CSK4 6 K4, then K4K2=K2  CK24=K2O2G24=K2 and the structure
of Sp62 yields K4K2=K2  2. As G1=K1 D A7, we have G14=K14 D A6
and S x K4  28. Hence K4  2  K2  K4K2, which implies K4 D
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K4K2, K2  K4, and K4 x K2 D 2. Now K2 ¯ G2; O2G4 D G, so
K2 D 1 and G2 D Sp62. The structure of Sp62 yields that ZS D
4 and ZS D ZG23ZG24 D ZG23K4. On the other hand from the
structure of G4=K4 we get 1ZS=K4 ¯ G24=K4. Thus 1 6D ZG23 ¯
G23; O2G24 D G2, a contradiction.
If CSK4  K4, then JS  K4 because by (2.4), Z4 is not an F-module.
But as G1=K1 D A7, we have K1 D K14  K4. So JS  K1 and JS D
JK4 D JK1 ¯ G4;G1 D G, again a contradiction.
So we have G1=K1 D G2=K2 D A7. Now K1 D K12 D K2. Thus K1 D
K2 D 1 and S D 8, which immediately implies that G3 and G4 are of type
(F) and that K3 D K4 D 1.
Lemma 4.2. If
1 D
 1 2
 
4 3
o
_
^
o
_
^
;
then either
(i) Ki D 1 and Gi is of type (F) for i D 1; 2; 3; 4, or
(ii) we can choose numeration such that K1 D K3 D 1, G1 and G3 are
of type (E), and G2=K2 and G4=K4 are of type (F).
Proof. From Section 1 we know that Gi=Ki are of type (E) or (F) for
i D 1; 2; 3; 4. If two nodes i; j are connected in 1 and Gi=Ki and Gj=Kj are
both of type (F), then Ki D Kij D Kj . So Ki D Kj D 1. Now 23  S  24
implies that all rank-3-residues are of type (F) and all kernels are trivial.
So we are finished in this case.
Now let G1=K1 and G3=K3 be of type (E). Suppose K1 6D 1 6D K3.
If CSKi  Ki for i D 1; 3, and if the numeration is chosen such that
1ZS 5 G1, then JS ¯ G1 by (3.2)(i). Now G2=K2 must be of type
(F) by (3.2)(ii). Hence K2 D K12  K1. So JS  K1  K2 and JS D
JK2 ¯ G1;G2 D G, a contradiction.
If CSK1 6 K1 then G1 D CG1K1S and
K1K2=K2  CK12=K2O2G12=K2 D 1:
Thus K1  K2. As K1 6D K2, the structure of K12=K1 as G12=K1-module
yields 24  K2 x K1  25. As S x K1  29, we get S x K2  25 and G2=K2
must be of type (F). In particular K2 D K23  K3. Now if CSK3  K3 and
1ZS 5 G3, then JS  K3 because by (2.4), Z3 is not an F-module.
But this yields the contradiction JS D JK3 D JK2 ¯ G2;G3 D G.
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If 1ZS ¯ G3, then 1 6D 1ZS \ K1 ¯ G1;G3, which is also
impossible. Thus CSK3 6 K3 and G3 D CG3K3S. Now we have K1 \
K3 ¯ G1;G3 D G, so K1 \K3 D 1. Further, for i D 1; 3,
K1K3=Ki  CK13=KiG13=Ki D 1ZS=Ki;
so K1 D K3 D 2 and K1K3 D 1ZS.
Let V D K1K3G24. Then V ¯ G24, V;K2 D V;K4 D 1, and V 
K2 \K4. Since K2 \K4=K1 D 4, we get V  D 8. Further, from the action
of P3  G1 on K2=K1 we see that there is an element  2 P1, o D 3,
acting fixed-point-freely on K2 \ K4=K1#. This implies CV P3 D K1.
Similarly we have CV P1 D K3. But as G24=K24 D 3  32, CV P3 is
normalized by P1. This yields a contradiction.
So Ki D 1 for at least one i 2 1; 3. Now 1ZS D 2 implies K1 D
K3 D 1. Suppose G2=K2 is also of type (E). Then, as S  29 and S x K2 
27, we have K2  4. But K12 does not possess a nontrivial G12-submodule
of order less than 24. Thus K2 D 1, too. Now 1ZS ¯ G13;G24 D G,
a contradiction. The same holds of course for G4, so G2=K2 and G4=K4
both must be of type (F) and the proof is complete.
4.2. Systems Whose Diagram Is a Star
Lemma 4.3. If
1 D  


 !!!
aaa1 2
3
4
and G1=K1 D A8, then CSKi 6 Ki for at least one i 2 1; 3; 4.
Proof. Suppose false.
If 1ZS 5 Gi for i D 3; 4, then Z3 and Z4 are F1-modules for G3=K3
resp. G4=K4 and by [Gil, (3.4.2)], Zi;Ni D 1 for i D 3; 4. First we show:
(1) Z3=Z3 \ ZG3 and Z4=Z4 \ ZG4 are natural Sp62-modules,
Z1 is an extension of the natural L42-module by its dual, and 1ZG3 D
1ZG4 D 2.
To prove this, we consider the coset-graph 0G3;G4; w.l.o.g. let 4; 
be a critical pair.
If Z4 involves the spin module, then Z4=Z4 \ ZG4 is the spin module
by (2.7). Now if Z also involves a spin module, we get from [St2, (1.9)] that
Z4; Z  Z \ZG, hence Z4  CGZ=Z \ZG D N. Since Z4
is a 2-group this implies Z4  K  G1, a contradiction to the choice of
4; . So   3 and Z3 involves only natural modules.
By (2.6), Z4 is an F-module with offending subgroup ZK4=K4 or Z
is an F-module with offending subgroup Z4K=K. In the first case we
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get Z4 x CZ4Z D 24, and since ZK4=K4  25, this implies that
Z still is an F1-module with offending subgroup ZK4=K4. Now by
(2.14)(ii), Z3=Z3 \ ZG3 must be the natural module. But then we get
P1; P2;1ZS D 1 in contradiction to the action of G4=N4 on the
spin module.
So Z4 cannot involve the spin module. If Z4 involves two natural mod-
ules, then Z4 is not an F-module with offending subgroup in O2G3 \
G4N4=N4 by (2.14). Hence Z is an F-module with offending subgroup
contained in O2G−1 \GN=N and again by (2.14), Z involves only
one natural module.
So in any case, we may assume that Z3=Z3 \ZG3 is the natural module
and that Z4 involves at most two natural modules as nontrivial factors. In
particular, we have P1; P2;1ZS D 1. Now if z 2 Z1 \ ZG1, then
z is centralized by P1;G1 D G and z D 1. Hence ZG1 D 1 and Z1 is
an F1-module for G1=K1 D A8. Let QZ1  Z1 be a nontrivial irreducible
submodule. QZ1 cannot be the 6-dimensional (i.e., the orthogonal) module,
because then there would exist an element z 2 QZ1
#
which is centralized by
P3 but not by P2. So QZ1 is the natural L42-module by (2.19)(i).
We have 1ZS x 1ZG3  2 and ZG3 \ZG4 D 1, therefore
1ZG4  2. Let t 2 1ZS \ QZ1
#
. Then t; Pj; P2 D 1 for j D 3
or 4. Hence t 2 ZGj and because of 1ZS 6D 1ZGj we get
1ZS  4, ZG3  2. So w.l.o.g. we may assume t 2 ZG3.
Let 1 < QZ1 D V1 < V2 < : : : < Vk D Z1, Vi ¯ G1, Vi=Vi−1 irreducible
modules. By [St2, (1.7)(a)] all Vi=Vi−1 are nontrivial modules. Now choose
s 2 1ZS nZG3 and j such that s 2 Vj n Vj−1. If Vj=Vj−1 would be iso-
morphic to QZ1 as G1=K1-module, then s;G13  Vj−1, i.e., s; Vj−1 ¯ G13.
Since s 2 1ZS, by the Theorem of Gaschu¨tz we can find Qs 2 Vj n Vj−1,
which is centralized by G13. Then we get Qs;G3 D Qs; G13; P1 D 1 and
1ZS D s;1ZG3 D Qs;1ZG3 D 1ZG3, a contradic-
tion.
Hence Vj=Vj−1 is the module dual to QZ1. Similarly as before, now we
find an element Qs which is centralized by G14. We deduce Qs 2 ZG4 and
ZG4 D 2. By (2.19)(ii) this implies Z1 D 28. Now 1ZS D 4,
Z4=Z4 \ ZG4 is the natural Sp62-module, too, and (1) is shown.
Choose notation such that  QZ1 \ 1ZS;G13 D 1 and consider
0G1;G3. We claim:
(2) Every critical pair is of type 3; ,   3.
Because of (1), (2.6) and (2.19)(ii) there is no critical pair 1; ,   1.
So let 3;  be a critical pair. Suppose   1.
Again by (2.19) we have Z x Z \K3  2Z3 x Z3 \K  4, and since
there is no foursgroup of transvections in Sp62 we get Z3 x Z3 \K  4.
Since Z3  K−1, Z3 induces transvections with common center on QZ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and there exist elements x1; x2 2 QZ such that 1 6D x1; Z3 D x2; Z3 D
x1x2; Z3. But this means that x1; x2K3=K3 induces a foursgroup of
transvections on Z3, a contradiction and (2) is shown.
(3) We have K3 6 K1.
Suppose K3  K1. Then K1 x K3 D 23, and the structure of G3=K3 D
37Sp62 implies K4K3=K3 6 K1K3=K3, hence K4 6 K1. On the other
hand K4K1=K1 ¯ G14=K1 and the structure of G14=K1 yields K4K1=K1 D
O2G14=K1,i.e., S x K1K4 D 23.
Since K3K4=K4 ¯ G34=K4 and K3K4=K4  K1K4=K4, the structure of
G34=K4 implies that K3K4=K4 D 2. Now we get a contradiction because
K1K4 x K3 D K1K4 x K3K4  K3K4 x K3  K1 x K3  2 D 24, hence
S x K1K4  25. So (3) holds.
Now (2) implies that Z1; Zg1  D 1 and Zg1  G for all g 2 G3. There-
fore, we have V 03 D 1 and V3; Z  V3 \ Z, where V3 D ZG31 . Let’s
consider the structure of V3 as G3-module.
Let QV3 D Z3 QZ1G3. Since 1ZS 6 QZ1 we have  QZ1 \ Z3 D 2, and
since G13 acts nontrivially on QZ1= QZ1 \ Z3, QV3=Z3 must be a nontrivial G3-
module.
Suppose G3; V3  QV3. Then QV3t ¯ G3 for t 2 Z1 n Z1 \ Z3 QZ1.
Hence also  QV3t;K3 ¯ G3, but  QV3t;K3 D  QZ1Z3G3t;K3 D
 QZ1;K3G3t;K3 D 1ZG3t;K3  Z1 and because of (3) t;K3 6
1ZG3. So  QV3t;K3 is a nontrivial G3-module, which on the other
hand is not equal to Z3, a contradiction. Therefore W D tG3 QV3 and,
in particular, W= QV3 are nontrivial G3-modules. From G13; t  QV3 and
t QV3= QV3  CW= QV3S, we deduce that W cannot be the natural Sp62-
module. Hence V3= QV3; s  4 for s 2 Z n K3. Moreover, we have
 QV3=Z3; s 6D 1 6D Z3; s, hence V3; s  16, i.e., s has at least 16 conju-
gates under V3.
On the other hand, V3; sZG  K−1; Z=ZG D 8, so s must
be conjugate to an element sz, z 2 ZG#. But there is a transvection
u 2 G=K with Z=ZG; u D sZG, and by (2.14)(iv) we may
assume Z; u D s. Now CGu; s D 1 and, since CGu is a maxi-
mal subgroup of G, we get CGs D CGu. In particular, sG  D G x
CGs D 63. So s cannot be conjugate to sz, z 2 ZG#, again a contra-
diction.
So our initial assumption Zi 6D 1ZS for both i D 3; 4, was false and
by symmetry from now on we may assume Z4 D 1ZS ¯ G4. Then
Z3 \ ZG3 D 1, Z3 is an F1-module and Z3;N3 D 1. Let QZ3 be an ir-
reducible submodule and T4 D QZ3 \ Z4 D C QZ3S. Since T4;G34 D 1, QZ3
is the natural Sp62-module. Let T3 D TP44  and V4 D TG43 . The ac-
tion of G3=N3 on QZ3 shows that T3 D 4 and T3; S  T4, hence also
V4;K4  T3; SG4  T4. If V4 6 K4 this implies G4 D CG4K4=T4S and
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O2G4;K4 D 1, in contradiction to CSK4  K4. Hence V4  K4 and
CSV4=T4 D K4. Next we show:
(4) V4=T4 is not an F1-module.
Suppose false. Then again V4=T4;N4 D 1 and we can apply (2.7) to
determine the structure of V4=T4. Let V be a maximal submodule of V4
such that T3 is not contained in V . Then V4=V is a nontrivial irreducible
G4=N4-module. From T3; S  T4 follows T3V=V  CV4=V S. Now sinceG34; T3 6 V , V4=V cannot be the natural module. So V4=V is the spin-
module, G14; T3  V , and G4=N4 acts trivially on V by (2.7). This im-
plies O2G14; T3 D 1. Furthermore, from the action of G3 on QZ3 we get
O2P1; T3 D 1, hence O2G4; T3 D 1. But now T3 ¯ O2G4; P4 D G,
a contradiction. So we have (4).
Let’s now consider the coset-graph 0G3;G4. Since Z4 D 1ZS,
there is no critical pair of type 4; . So let 3;  be a critical pair. Then:
(5) b D d3;   2, particularly, Z3  K4.
Suppose b D 1, i.e., Z3 6 K4. If QZ3  K4, then V4; QZ3  V4;K4  T4.
This means that V4 induces transvections on QZ3, so
V4 x CV4Z3 D V4 x V4 \K3  2  Z3 x Z3 \K4
in contradiction to (4). So QZ3 6 K4.
If 8K3 6D 1, then also 8K3 \Z3 6D 1 and we may choose QZ3  8K3.
But since K3=K3 \K4 D K3K4=K4 is elementary abelian, 8K3  K3 \K4.
So we can assume 8K3 D 1. But now V4 \ K3;K3 D 1 and we get
V4 x CV4K3 D V4 x V4 \ K3 D V4K3=K3  K3K4=K3 D K3K4=K4,
again a contradiction to (4) and (5) is proved.
(6) We have V4  K3.
From (5) we get V4; Z3  V4;K4  T4. So either V4  K3 or V4 induces
transvections on Z3. Hence V4 x V4 \K3  2, and since V4K3=K3  K34=K3
we see that V4; T3 D 1. So V 04 D 1, too. Moreover, if V4 6 K3, then Z3 DQZ3, Z4 D T4 and there is  2 13 such that V4; Z 6D 1. So V4 \ Z D 1
and we get V4 \ K; V \ G4  V4;G4 \ V;K  V4 \ Z D 1. Be-
cause of V4 \K3  G and Z  V \G4 then
1 6D V4 x CV4V \G4  V4 x V4 \K
D V4 x V4 \GV4 \G x V4 \K
 2V4 \G x V4 \K:
Since also V x V \G4 D V x V \ K3  2, either V \ K3 D V \ K4,
or V4=T4 is an F1-module with offending subgroup V \ G4K4=K4 or
V=T is an F1-module with offending subgroup V4 \ GK=K. The
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latter possibilities contradict (4), so suppose V \ K3 D V \ K4. Then
V4; V \ K3  Z4  Z3 and V \ K3Z3 ¯ G3 \ G; V4 D G3. Now
also K3; V \K3Z3 ¯ G3. Since K3; V \K3Z3  V \K3, we must
have K3; V \K3 D 1. So K3K=K induces transvections on V, because
of K3 6 K again a contradiction to (4).
(7) We have   4.
Suppose   3. Then Z3 is an F-module with offending subgroup in
O2G34, so Z3 D QZ3 and Z4 D T4 by (2.14). We may assume Z 6 G4.
Since d3g; − 2  d3;  for all g 2 G4, we have V4  G−2.
From Z3  K−1 we get Z−1  Z3; Z  Z3 \ Z. So from (6) we get
V4; Z−1 D 1 and V4  CG−2Z−1 D G−2 \G−1. Further, V−1; Z3 V−1;K−1  Z−1, which means that V−1 induces transvections on Z3.
So we get V−1 x V−1 \K3  2.
Since G3 acts transitively on Z
#
3 , there exists x 2 G3 such that Z−1 D
Zx4 , i.e., Z−1 D Z for some  2 13. If Z3 6 V4, we may assume that
Z 6 V4.
We first consider the case that V4 6 K−1. If Z3  V4, then K4; Z3 
K4; V4  Z4, and the action of O2G34N3=N3 on the natural Sp62-
module yields K3K4=K4 D K3K4=K3 D 2. Now V−1 \ K4; V4 
V−1;G−1 \ K4; V4  V−1 \ Z4 D 1; hence CV−1V4 D V−1 \K4 and
V−1 x CV−1V4  V−1 x V−1 \K3V−1 \K3 x V−1 \K4 \K3
 2K3 x K3 \K4 D 4  2V4 x V4 \K−1;
a contradiction to (4). If Z3 6 V4, then as before one can show that V−1 \
K4; V4 D 1. Moreover, we have
V−1 \G4; V4 \K−1  V−1;K−1 \ G4; V4  Z−1 \ V4 D 1:
Hence CV−1V4 D V−1 \ K4 and CV4V−1 \G4 D V4 \ K−1, and again
one of V4=T4 and V−1=T−1 is an F1-module in contradiction to (4).
It remains to consider the case V4  K−1  G. In this case, if V4; Z D
Z3; Z  Z3, then we get that V4Z3 ¯ G3 D G3 \ G4; Z. So also
W D Z3 \ K3; V4Z3 ¯ G3 and either W D 1 or W D Z3. In the first case
K3; V4 D 1, too, therefore K3  CSV4  K4. This implies K3 D K4 D 1 in
contradiction to CSKi  Ki; i D 3; 4. If W D Z3, then Z3  K3; V4Z3 
K3; V4  V4, which yields V4 D Z3V4 ¯ G3;G4 D G, again a contradic-
tion.
So V4; Z 6D Z3; Z. If Z3 x Z3 \K D 2, then Z3 x CZ3t  2 for
each t 2 Z, i.e., Z induces transvections on Z3. So we have Z x Z \
K3  2, too. For t 2 Z3 nK now we have CZt D Z \K3 and the action
of O2G−1 \G on Z yields V4; Z \ K3  K−1; Z \ K3  Z−1.
Since V4; Z 6D Z3; Z, we have V4; Z \ K3 6D 1 and Z \ K3 6 K4.
But now Z \K3 induces transvections on V4=T4 in contradiction to (4).
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If Z3 x Z3 \ K > 2, there exists x 2 Z such that Z3; x D Z−1 D
x;O2G−1 \ G. But now also V4; x  Z−1. If x 2 G4 this means
that x induces a transvection on V4=T4 which is impossible. Otherwise we
get from Z−1  Z3 that V4Z3 ¯ G3 \ G4; x D G3. But this yields a
contradiction as above and (7) is proved.
Now let d4;  D d3;  − 1. Since   4, we have d3g;  D d3; 
for all g 2 G4 and therefore Zg3  K−1  G. Hence also V4  K−1  G.
Similarly V  G4, which implies V4; V  V4 \ V.
Let’s first assume V  K4  G3. Then V;Z3  V \ Z3 and V acts
quadratically on Z3. So V x V \ K3  23 by (2.14). Now for t 2 Z3,
t 62 K, we have V=T x CV=Tt  23, too, i.e., V=T is an SC-module.
By (2.16), V=T cannot involve M2, but now we get a contradiction to
(4) and (2.7).
So V 6 K4. For t 2 V4 we have V \K4; t  T4, hence V x CVt V x V \ K4V \ K4 x CV\K4t  26. So V, hence also V4, and
particularly V4=T4 are SC-modules. Now (4) implies that V4=T4 must in-
volve M D M2. By (1.16) we have M; s  24 for any involution
s 2 O2G3 \G4=K4. So V x V \K4  23. Now by (1.14) we may choose
s 2 V nK4 such that s induces an element of type c2. Again by (1.16) we
get V4; s  M; s  26. Hence V4 x V4 \ K  25 and V4N=N D
O2G−1 \GN=N. Since V4; V  V4 \ V and V4 is abelian, we get
V4; V  CVV4 and CV=TO2G−1 \GN=N  26. But the ac-
tion of Sp62 on M2 shows that this group should be of order 24. This
final contradiction proves the lemma.
Lemma 4.4. If
1 D  


 !!!
aaa1 2
3
4
then K3 D K4 D 1 and G1 D 26A7.
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 G1=K1 D A7 or A8.
Suppose first G1=K1 D A8. Then by (4.3), CSKi 6 Ki for at least one
i 2 1; 3; 4.
If i D 1 then G1 D CG1K1S and K1K3=K3  CK13=K3G13=K3 D 1. So
K1  K3 in contradiction to S x K1 D 26 < S x K3. Hence CSK1  K1
and we may choose notation such that CSK3 6 K3. Then G3 D CG3K3S
and K3K4=K4  CK34=K4G34=K4. So the structure of 37Sp62 impliesK3K4=K4  2. Hence also K4 x K4 \ K3 D K3K4=K3  2. This yields
G34;K4  K3 \ K4, O2G34;K4 D 1 and CSK4 6 K4. So we have
Gi D CGiKiS for i D 3; 4 and K3 \K4 ¯ G3;G4 D G. Hence K3 \K4 D
1 and K3 D K4  2.
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If K3 D K4 D 1, then S D 29 and K1 D 23. But then G1;K1 D 1 in
contradiction to CSK1  K1.
Hence K3 D K4 D 2, S D 210 and K1 D 24. Now K1 D Z1 must be a
natural L42-module. So 1ZS D 2 and K3 D 1ZS D K4, again
a contradiction.
So G1=K1 D A7. In this case S x K1 D 23 D S x K13 D S x K14, hence
K1 D K13 D K14 and K3K4  K1. If K3 D K4 D 1, then K1 D K13=K3 is
elementary abelian of order 26, which immediately gives the assertion of
the lemma. So let’s assume K3 6D 1.
Since CK14=K4G14=K14 D 1, we have CG1K1  K1. Furthermore,
K3K4=K4 ¯ G34=K4, and since K3K4=K4  K1=K4 the structure of G4=K4
shows that
K3K4=K3 D K3K4=K4 D 2: (1)
If CSK4 6 K4, we get K3 \ K4 D 1 as above. Then Ki D 2 and Ki D
ZGi for i D 3; 4, and K1 D 27.
Since K1=K3 and K1=K4 are elementary abelian, we have 8K1  K3 \
K4 and 8K1 D 1. So Z1 is elementary abelian and by (2.19) Z1 in-
volves exactly one nontrivial G1=K1-module M D Z1=Z1 \ZG1. We have
CMG1i D 1 for i D 3 or 4. So 1 6D Ki  ZG1, a contradiction and (by
symmetry between 3 and 4) we have shown that
CSKi  Ki for i D 1; 3; 4: (2)
Let Yi D 1ZKi, i D 1; 3; 4. Then Y1  ZK1  CSKj  Kj for
j D 3; 4, and Y1  Y3 \ Y4. Moreover, Kj D CSYj, j D 3; 4, because
otherwise we would get Gj D CGj YjS and Y1 ¯ G1;Gj D G.
Now we consider the coset-graph 0G3;G4 and choose a pair ;,
such that d; is minimal with respect to Y 6 K. (Such a pair exists
because otherwise Yg4  K3 \K4 for all g 2 G3;G4 D G in contradiction
to 1 6D YG4  ¯ G.)
We may assume  D 4. Then Y4; Y 6D 1 D Y4 \K;Y. Since Y4 
K−1, by (1) we get Y4 x CY4Y D Y4 x Y4 \ K D 2, i.e., each ele-
ment t 2 Y nK4 induces a transvection on Y4. So Y4 involves exactly one
nontrivial module, which must be the natural Sp62-module. In particular,
1ZS x 1ZG4  2.
Suppose ZG1 6D 1. Then 1ZS D 1ZG11ZG4 and there-
fore G14N4=N4;1ZSZG4=ZG4 D 1, but this contradicts the ac-
tion of G14N4=N4 on the natural module. So
ZG1 D 1 (3)
and Z1 D 1ZSG1  Y1 is a nontrivial G1=K1-module.
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Let QY4  Y4, such that QY4= QY4 \ZG4 is the natural module. Then Z1 \QY4 is a G14-submodule of QY4 and Y4;G4  QY4.
Suppose Z1 \ QY4  ZG4. Then P3; Z1  Z1 \ P3; Y4  Z1 \ QY4 
ZG1 and Z1; O2P3 D 1, in contradiction to the fact that Z1 is a non-
trivial G1=K1-module.
If QY4  Z1, we would get Z1;G4  Y4;G4  QY4  Z1. So Z1 ¯
G1;G4 D G, again a contradiction.
So Z1 \ QY4 \ ZG4 < Z1 \ QY4 < QY4 which implies that Z1 involves ex-
actly one irreducible G14-module of dimension 3. So Z1 must be the four-
dimensional A7-module and 1ZS D 2.
If 1ZS D 1ZG4, then dim QY4 D 7 and by [H1, (1.9)] we
have C QY4S D 4. But C QY4S  1ZS, a contradiction. So we have
1ZG4 D 1 and, in particular, QY4 D 1ZSG4.
Now let W D 1ZSG14. Then dimW D 3 and W D QY4 \ Z1. Let
v 2 Z1 nW . Since G14=K1 acts indecomposably on Z1, we have G14; v 6D
1. Further, K1  CG14v, G14=K1 D L32, and L32 does not possess
subgroups of index 2 or 4. So vG14  D 8 and
CG14v=K1 D 3  7: (4)
We are going to derive a contradiction by computing l D vG4 .
First of all, N4; v D 1 and by [A], G4=N4 D Sp62 does not contain
subgroups of index less then 28. Hence
(i) l D G4 x CG4v D G4=N4 x CG4v=N4  28.
Let g 2 G4, og D 7, vg D v and V D QY4v. Then G4 acts on V . Since
G4; Y4  QY4 and since 0 is the only fixed point of g on the natural module,
g acts fixed-point-freely V n 0; v. Since g acts also fixed-point-freely on
V n QY1 n vG4 we get
(ii) l  64 and 764− l.
Suppose v; T  D 1 for some T 2 Syl2G4. Let S D Th, h 2 G4. Then
vh; S D vh; Th D 1, so vh 2 1ZS and v 2 QY4, a contradiction. So v
is not centralized by a Sylow-2-subgroup of G4, in particular
(iii) 2l.
Now if 5 would divide l, then 10 would divide l. But then it is easy to see
that l D 50 is the only integer which satisfies (ii). Since 50 does not divide
Sp62 we must have
(iv) l D 2a3b for some a; b.
Considering the divisors of Sp62 we find that l D 36 is the unique
integer satisfying (i)–(iv). So if T 2 Syl2CG4v, T  S, then S x T  D 4.
Since S x K1 D 8 and K1  T we get T x K1 D 2. But now T  NG4K1 D
G14 and 2 divides CG14v=K1, the desired contradiction to (4).
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Lemma 4.5. If
1 D  




!!
!
aaa1 2
3
4
then one of the following holds:
(i) K1 D K4 D 1, G1 D Sp62 or 37Sp62 and G3=K3 is as in (1.1)
(E) or (F).
(ii) K4 D 1, G1 D 26A7, and G3=K3 is as in (1.1) (E).
Proof. As mentioned in Section 1, G3=K3 is of type (E) or (F) and
G1=K1 D A7, Sp62 or 37Sp62.
Suppose G3=K3 is of type (F). Then K3 D K13 D K34 and K1;K4  K3. If
G1=K1 D A7, then K1 D K13. So K1 D K3 D 1 and S D 8, in contradiction
to G4=K4 D 37Sp62. Hence G1=K1 D 37Sp62 or Sp62 and K1 D K4.
Moreover, K1K4=K4  K14=K4 \K3=K4 and K1K4=K4 ¯ G14=K4. Since we
know from the structure of Sp62 resp. 37Sp62 that K14=K4 does not
possess a G14=K4-submodule which is contained in K3=K4, we get K1 D
K4 D 1 and (i) holds.
Now let G3=K3 be of type (E). Suppose CSKi  Ki for i D 1; 3; 4.
Then 1ZS 5 G3 by (3.3). Hence Z3 is an F1-module for G3=K3. Since
G3 D G13;G34, there is i 2 1; 4 such that 1ZS 5 Gi. So Zi is an
F1-module for Gi=Ki and Ni;Zi D 1 by (2.8). Let V D 1ZSGi3.
Then V  Zi \ Z3 and V;Gi3 6D 1 D V;Ni \ G3 D V;O23Gi3. This
means that V cannot be the 12-dimensional 3U43-module in contradiction
to (2.4).
So CSKi 6 Ki for at least one i 2 1; 3; 4. Suppose first CSKi  Ki
for i D 1; 4. Then CSK3 6 K3. Now K3K4=K4  ZG34=K4 and the
structure of G4=K4 yields K3 x K3 \ K4  2. Since S x K4 D 29 and
28  S x K3  29, we have K3 D K4 or K3 D 2K4. In the first case
we get K4K3=K3 D K4 x K4 \ K3 D K3 x K4 \ K3 D 2, but K34=K3
does not contain a one-dimensional G34=K3-submodule. In the second case
K4  K3, hence O2G3;K4  O2G3;K3 D 1 and CSK4 6 K4, again
a contradiction.
So CSKi 6 Ki for i D 1 or 4. If G1=K1 D Sp62 or 37Sp62 we get
KiKj=Kj  CKij=Kj O2Gij=Kj D 1, where i; j D 1; 4. So K1 D K4 D 1
and we are in the situation of (i).
If G1=K1 D A7, then S x K1 D 8 and K1 D K14  K4. Since G14=K4
acts nontrivially on K14=K4 we must have CSK1  K1. So CSK4 6 K4,
G4 D CG4K4S, and K4K3=K3  CK34=K3O2G34=K3 D 1. Hence K4 
K3. Since G13=K13 D G13=K1 D A6 and G34=K34 D 366 we have S x K3 D
28. So K3 x K4 D 2. This implies G34;K3  K4 and O2G34;K3 D 1.
In particular, CSK3 6 K3, G3 D CG3K3S and K4 ¯ G4;G3 D G. So
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K4 D 1, K1 D K14 D K14=K4 is elementary abelian of order 26 and we have
(ii).
Lemma 4.6. If
1 D  


 

!!
!
aaa1 2
3
4
then either
(i) Ki D 1 and Gi is of type (F) for i D 1; 3; 4, or
(ii) we can choose numeration such that K1 D K3 D 1, G1 and G3 are
of type (E), and G4=K4 is of type (F).
Proof. Again by the results of Section 1 we know that there is no i such
that Gi=Ki is of type (G).
If Gi=Ki and Gj=Kj are of type (F) for some i 6D j then Ki D Kij D Kj ,
Ki D Kj D 1 and S  24. This implies that G1;G3 and G4 are of type (F)
and K1 D K3 D K4 D 1, which is the assertion of (i).
So let G1=K1 and G3=K3 be of type (E). Suppose Ki 6D 1 for i D 1; 3.
Now K1 6 K3, K3 6 K1 and CK13=KiO2G13=Ki D 1 for i D 1; 3. Thus
CSKi  Ki for both i. With (3.2) we get that JS ¯ Gi for i D 1 or 3 and
that G4=K4 must be of type (F). But then Ki  K4 and JS D JK4 ¯
Gi;G4 D G, a contradiction.
So we may assume K1 D 1. Now S  29. As S x K3  27, we have
K3  4 and the action of G13 on K13 implies that K3 D 1, too. It remains
to show that G4=K4 is of type (F).
For i D 3; 4 let L1i D O2G1i, Q1i D O2L1i and S0 D S \ L1i. Then
Q1i D 24, L1i=Q1i D A6, or 3A6 and the definition of S0 is indeed inde-
pendent of the choice of i as can be seen calculating in G1. We assert that
Q13 are Q14 are the only elementary abelian subgroups of S0 of order 24,
i.e., AS0 D Q13;Q14.
To show this let A  S0, A 6 Q13, be such a subgroup. Considering
the action of 1 6D AQ13=Q13  L13=CL13Q13 D A6 on the permutation
module, it is not difficult to see that A \ Q13 D CQ13AQ13=Q13  22.
This implies A x A \ Q13  24 x 22 D 4. But the 2-rank of A6 is 2 and
A6 has only two elementary abelian subgroups of order 4. One of them
corresponds to the image of Q14 in L13=Q13, the other one only centralizes
a subgroup of order 2 of Q13. Hence AQ13 D Q14Q13 and A D CS0Q13 \
Q14 D Q14, which is the assertion.
Now let L34 D O2G34 and Q34 D O2L34. Then we also have AS0 D
Q13;Q34. So Q14 D Q34 ¯ G14;G34 D G4, K4  24 and G4=K4 must
be of type (F). This is the assertion of (ii).
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4.3. A Special Class of String Diagrams
In this subsection we show that actually C D C0 and that case (i) from
Section 1 does not exist, i.e., there is no group with diagram
  1 2 3      n−2 n−1 n ; n  4;
such that G1=K1 D 3n−1Sp2n−22 and G4;:::;n=K4;:::;n D 37Sp62 if the
diagram induced by 1 and 2 is  1 2 . The proof will be achieved in a
series of steps. In the first two lemmas we exclude the cases Gn=Kn D
Sp2n−22 resp. 3n−1Sp2n−22. Notice that in these cases B D S and
Ki D Qi D O2Gi for i D 1; : : : ; n by [W4, (1.1)].
Throughout the whole subsection G shall always denote a group with the
above diagram.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose Gn=Kn D Sp2n−22 or 3n−1Sp2n−22. Then
CSKi 6 Ki for i D 1 or n.
Proof. Suppose false. If Z1 6D 1ZS 6D Zn then by [W4, (1.5)] Z1
and Zn are F1-modules and by (2.8) we get Zi;Ni D 1 for i D 1; n. So we
can apply [W4, (1.7)] to determine the structure of Zi.
Suppose that both Z1 and Zn involve only trivial and natural modules.
Then there is x 2 1ZS \ Z1 with CG1x D G12. Set QZn D xGn
and choose V  QZn, V ¯ Gn, V maximal with respect to x =2 V . As
x; P2 6D 1, we get x 62 ZGn and QZn=V is a nontrivial irreducible Gn=Nn-
module. So by assumption it has to be the natural Sp2n−22-module. As
xV 2 C QZn=V SNn=Nn we have xV;Gn−1;n D 1, that is x; V  ¯ Gn−1;n.
But x; Pn−1  x;G12 D 1, so x; V  ¯ Pn−1;Gn−1;n D Gn, a contradic-
tion.
So we may assume that Zn involves a nontrivial module which is not the
natural module. With [W4, (1.7)] we get that n  5, Zn=Zn \ ZGn is the
spin module and 1ZS ¯ G1 \Gn.
Let 0 D 0Gn−1;Gn. Suppose there exists a critical pair n; . By [St2,
(1.9)] we have   n− 1. Hence Zn x Zn \K D 2. As Z cannot induce
transvections on Zn, we get Z  Kn and Z;Zn D 1. Let  C 1 2 1
such that Zn 6 GC1. Then G D G \GC1Zn;KC1 and 1ZS ¯
Zn;KC1 for S 2 Syl2G \GC1. By conjugation we get 1ZS ¯
Pn, so 1ZS ¯ G1n; Pn D G1 in contradiction to our assumption.
So every critical pair is of type n − 1; ,   n − 1; w.l.o.g. we may
assume that Z 6 Gn. Then Gn−1 D Gn−1 \GnKn;Z and Gn−1 \Gn
acts on CZnt for t 2 Z n Gn. As n;  − 1 is not a critical pair, we
have Zn  G, and from Zn;Z 6D 1 we get Zn x Zn \ K D K−1 x
K−1 \ K D 2. In particular Zn x CZnt D 2, but Gn−1 \Gn does not
normalize a submodule of index 2 in the spin module, again a contradiction.
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So 1ZS ¯ Gi for i D 1 or n. Now with [W4, (1.5)] we get that Zj
is an F1-module for i; j D 1; n. Hence Nj;Zj D 1 and our argumen-
tation will be independent from whether Gi=Ki and Gj=Kj are isomorphic
to Sp2n−22 or 3n−1Sp2n−22. So we may assume 1ZS ¯ G1. As
1ZS;G1 \Gn D 1, by [W4, (1.7),(1.8)] Zn involves the spin module.
Now n  5 and Zn is the spin module by [W4, (1.7)].
Look at the coset-graph 0Gn−1;Gn. Since Gn−1 D Gn−1 \GnPn and
1ZS; Pn D 1, we have
Zn−1 D 1ZSGn−1 D 1ZSGn−1\Gn  Zn;
and the action of Gn=Nn on the spin module yields Zn x Zn−1 D 24 resp.
28 according to whether n D 4 or 5. Furthermore, by [W4, (1.3)] there is
no critical pair of type n− 1; .
So let n;  be a critical pair and w.l.o.g., dn− 1;  D dn;  − 1. By
[St2, (1.9)]; [W4, (1.3)],   n − 1. Hence ; n is not a critical pair and
Z  Kn, Z;Zn D 1. Choose C 1 2 1 with Zn 6 GC1. Then
Zn x Zn \GC1 D K−1 x K−1 \K D 2;
G D G \ GC1t;KC1 for t 2 Zn n GC1, and G \ GC1 acts on
CZC1t. Since Z  CZC1t and ZC1=Z is irreducible as module forG \GC1NC1=NC1, we get
CZC1t D Z (1)
and
24 resp. 28 D ZC1 x CZC1t  ZC1 x ZC1 \Kn
D ZC1 x ZC1 \Gn  ZC1 \Gn x ZC1 \Kn
 2  ZC1 \Gn x ZC1 \Kn;
so ZC1 \ Gn x ZC1 \ Kn  23 resp. 27. If n D 4, then by [W4, (1.9)],
ZC1 \GnNn=Nn contains an element of Suzuki-type c2. If n D 5, then by
[W4, (1.7)], Zn is not an F-module. So Zn x CZnZC1 \Gn  24 resp. 28.
On the other hand, n − 1;  C 1 is not a critical pair, so Zn−1; ZC1 D
1 and Zn−1 D CZnZC1 \ Gn D CZnZC1. Now we have Zn \ GC1 x
Zn \ KC1  23 resp. 27, too, and this implies Z D CZC1Zn \GC1 D
CZC1Zn.
Let’s look at the action of t 2 Zn nGC1. As G \GC1 acts on ZC1; t
and ZC1; t 6 ZC1, we get ZC1; t \ ZC1 D 1 and from (1) follows
ZC1; tZ=Z D 24 resp. 28. So
ZC1 \Gn; t x ZC1 \Gn; t \ Z
D ZC1 \Gn; tZ=Z  23 resp. 27:
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Since ZC1 \Gn; t  Kn−1; Zn  Zn−1, we get Zn−1 x Zn−1 \ Z  23
resp. 27 and Zn−1 \ Z  2. But
ZC1 \Gn;Zn \GC1  Kn−1; Zn \ K;ZC1  Zn−1 \ Z;
so ZC1 \Gn; s  2 and ZC1; s  4 for s 2 Zn \GC1. Now by [St2,
(1.8)], n D 4 and s must be of Suzuki type a2. But as mentioned above
there exists an element of type c2. This contradiction proves the lemma.
Lemma 4.8. Gn=Kn 6D Sp2n−22 or 3n−1Sp2n−22.
Proof. Suppose false. Then by (4.7), CSKi 6 Ki for i D 1 or n. So we
have Gi D CGiKiS and
K1Kn=Kj  CK1n=Kj O2G1 \Gn=Kj D 1
for i; j D 1; n. Hence Ki  Kj and from K1 D Kn follows K1 D
Kn D 1 and G1;Gn D 3n−1Sp2n−22 or Sp2n−22.
If n  5, then Sp2n−42 is simple and G2=K2 D 3n−2Sp2n−42  63.
In particular K12 x K2 D 2. But this contradicts the fact that K12=K1 is an
indecomposible G12=K12-module.
So n D 4 and S is isomorphic to a Sylow-2-subgroup of Sp62. Let
z D ZG12. As mentioned on the proof of (4.1), z is the unique ele-
ment in ZS that is not a square in S. Hence z D ZG34 and we get
the contradiction 1 6D ZG12 D ZG34 ¯ G12;G34 D G.
Now we consider the case Gn=Kn D −2n2. In this case we have
P1=BP1
D A5 and B=Kn x SKn=Kn D 3, in particular B 6D S. But
as Gn−1 \ Gn=Kn D 22n−2−2n−22 and Gn−1=Kn−1 D −2n−22  63,
Kn−1Kn=Kn, and Kn−1Kn=Kn−1 are 2-groups. Now [W4, (1.1)] yields that
Kn−1 and Kn are also 2-groups. So B D 3  S.
Since B x K1 D S x S \K1 D 2n−12 , 3 divides K1. Let Q1 D S \K1.
Since K1  B  NGS, we have Q1 ¯ K1, which means that Q1 is the
unique Sylow-2-subgroup of K1. So Q1 charK1 ¯ G1 and Q1 D O2G1.
Furthermore, we have G1;K1  Q1. Similarly, for i; j  1; : : : ; n
there exist subgroups Qij D O2Gij such that either Qij D Kij or Kij x
Qij D 3.
Lemma 4.9. Let Gn=Kn D −2n2. Suppose CSQ1  Q1 and CSKn 
Kn. Then 1ZS 5 Gn.
Proof. Suppose 1ZS ¯ Gn. Then 1ZS \ ZG1 D 1. As
Pn=BPn
D L24, by [W4, (1.4)] Z1 is an F2-module. So by (2.8),
Z1;N1 D 1 or n D 4 and we are in the case of (2.8)(ii), i.e., Z1 in-
volves the faithful component of the natural representation module of the
tilde geometry for G1=K1 D 3n−1Sp2n−22. But in the last case there is
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1 6D z 2 Z1 with z;G12 D 1. As z 2 1ZS we get the contradiction
z ¯ G12;Gn D G.
So N1; Z1 D 1. Let QZ1  Z1 be an irreducible module. Then  QZ1 \
1ZS;G1n D 1, so QZ1 must be the spin module by [W4, (1.8)] and we
have  QZ1 D 22n−1 .
We look at 0G1;G2. As G2 D G12P1 and 1ZS; P1 D 1, we have
Z2 D 1ZSG2 D 1ZSG12  Z1. So every critical pair is of type
1; . We may suppose d2;  D d1;  − 1.
If   1, by [St2, (1.9)]  QZ1; QZ D 1 and QZ  K1. But now  QZ;Z1 D 1
in contradiction to Z1 6 K.
So   2. Since Z1 \ K2 ¯ G12 and Z1 x Z1 \ K2  Q12 x K2 D 4,
the action of G12N1=N1 on the spin module implies QZ1  K2  G for
all  2 12. Similarly QZ  G1. As in the previous paragraph we get
 QZ;Z1 D 1, so Z1  K and b D d1;   3 (because b is odd).
Let F2 D
T
g2G2 QZ
g
1 D QZ1 \ Z2. Then F2 D 22
n−2
.
Choose  C 1 2 1 with Z1 6 GC1 and let A D QC1; Z1. Then
G D G \GC1A. As QC1 x QC1 \K D 4 and QC1, but not Z1, sta-
bilizes C 1, it is not hard to see that A is transitive on 1. In particular,
A induces A5 on  QZgC1g 2 G D  QZgC1g 2 A.
Take  2 NA QZ−1, o D 3. Then  2 G \ G−1. Further, as
G2=K2 D A5  32n−4Sp2n−42 and each element of order 3 in A5
normalizes some Sylow-2-subgroup of A5, we have  2 NG\G−1S
for some S 2 Syl2G \ G−1. By the remark before this lemma
 2 K−1 and G−1;   Q−1. This implies G−1; ; QZ−1 D 1.
Since we also have G−1; QZ−1;    QZ−1; , the Three Subgroup
Lemma yields  QZ−1; ;G−1   QZ−1; , i.e., G−1 acts on  QZ−1; .
But  2 NGS D B and B;1ZS  Gn;1ZS D 1. So
;1ZS D 1 and C QZ−1 6D 1. Since G−1 acts irreducibly on QZ−1
we get  QZ−1;  D 1. So we have established:
If  2 NA QZ for some  2 1; o D 3; then ; QZ D 1: (1)
Now take x 2 QZ−1 n F and set V D xA. Then V is abelian because of
b  3, and (1) implies that V involves the permutation module for A5. For
 2 1 we have
d; 2  d; C d; 2 D 1C b− 1 D b;
so Z  G2 and
Z1; xA  Z1; Z 2 1  ZG21 :
As ZG21  is abelian, Z1 acts quadratically on xA. But it is easily calculated
that a 4-group of A5 does not act quadratically on the permutation module,
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so
2 D Z1 x Z1 \K D Z1 x Z1 \GC1: (2)
An analogous argumentation for ZC1 yields ZC1 x ZC1 \G1  2.
It follows from (2) and the definition of F2 that F D QZC1 \ QZtC1 and
C QZC1t  F for t 2 Z1 nGC1. So we get
 QZC1 x C QZC1t   QZC1 x F D 22
n−2
: (3)
On the other hand, using the analogue of (2), we calculate that
 QZC1 x C QZC1t   QZC1 x QZC1 \G1   QZC1 \G1 x QZC1 \K1
 2  22n−3 D 22n−2:
(4)
So 2n−2  2n− 2, which is only possible for n D 4 or 5.
Let’s first consider the case n D 5. Then all the inequalities in (3) and (4)
are even equalities, in particular QZC1 6 G1. Now by symmetry analogous
equations hold if we substitute t by s 2 QZC1 nG1 and interchange 1 and
C 1. So we have  QZ1; s D 28 and G12 acts on  QZ1; s. Since  QZ1; s 6 F2
and F2 is an irreducible G12-module, we get  QZ1; s \ F2 D 1. From (2)
follows  QZ1 \GC1; s  27, and we know that
 QZ1 \GC1; s  K; QZC1  F  C QZC1 QZ1 \GC1: (5)
Further, by [St2, (1.8)],  QZC1; x  24 for x 2 QZ1 \ GC1 n KC1, so
 QZC1 \G1; x  23. But
 QZC1 \G1; x  QZC1 \ K2; QZ1  QZC1 \ F2:
Together with (5) this implies the contradiction
C QZC1 QZ1   QZ1 \GC1; s QZC1 \G1; x  27  23 D 210:
It remains to consider the case n D 4. Since ; 1 is not a critical pair, F 
K1, and if QZC1  G1, then  QZC1 x QZC1 \K1 D 24 by (3). Moreover, F2 D
 QZ1; QZC1 D t; QZC1 for t 2 QZ1 nGC1, and as before we have t; QZC1 \
F D 1. So F2 \ F D 1. But there exists x 2 QZ1 \GC1 nKC1 and
1 6D x; QZC1   QZ1;K2 \ K; QZC1  F2 \ F;
a contradiction.
This shows that there is s 2 QZC1 n G1 and as in the case n D 5 we
have a symmetry in 1 and C 1. By (3) and because of F2  KC1 we have
 QZ1; s D 24. It follows  QZ1 \GC1; s  23 and  QZ1 \GC1 x QZ1 \KC1 
23. Now by [W4, (1.9)], QZ1 \GC1 contains an element x of Suzuki type
c2 and by [St2, (1.8)] we get  QZC1; x D 24. Therefore  QZC1 \G1; x 
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23. But since  QZC1 \ G1; x  F2 \ F,  QZ1 \ GC1; s  F, and  QZ1 \
GC1; s \ F2 D 1, this yields the final contradiction
24 D F  23  23 D 26:
In the next lemma, for any p-group P , we denote QZP D 1ZJP
and QJP D CP QZP (recall JP is the Thompson subgroup of P).
Lemma 4.10. Let Gn=Kn D −2n2. Suppose CSQ1  Q1 and
CSKn  Kn. Then Kn D Zn is the natural −2n2-module.
Proof. By (4.9), 1ZS 5 Gn and since Pn=BPn D 63, [W4, (1.5)]
yields that Zn is an F1-module. From (2.1) we get that Zn involves a natural
module QZn= QZn \ ZGn.
We look at the coset-graph 0Gn;Gn−1. Assume every critical pair is of
type n− 1;  with   n− 1. Then 1ZS 5 Pn; since otherwise
Zn−1 D 1ZSGn−1;nPn D 1ZSGn−1;n  Z
for all  2 1n− 1, so there would exist  with d; < dn− 1;  and
Z 62 K.
By (2.2), Zn is not an F-module with offending subgroup contained in
O2Gn \Gn−1. So JKnKn−1  Kn and JKnKn−1 D JKn ¯ Gn. More-
over, since Zn  1ZKn  JKn, we get Zn  1ZJKn D QZKn
and
QJKnKn−1 D CKnKn−1 QZKnKn−1
D CKnKn−1 QZKn  CSZn D Kn;
in particular
QJKnKn−1 D CKn QZKn ¯ Gn: (1)
Now let n 6D  2 1n− 1 and set X D Kn;KKn−1. Then X=O2X D
63, KnKn−1 D T 2 Syl2X, and Pn D X;B. As 1ZS  1ZT ,
from the assumption 1ZT  ¯ X we would get 1ZT ;X D 1 and
1ZS ¯ X;NPnS D X;B D Pn;
what we have excluded above. Hence
1ZT  6 X: (2)
Also, if N char QJT , then N ¯ Gn by (1) and axiom (v) of Definition 1
implies
if N ¯ X; N char QJT  then N D 1: (3)
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With (2) and (3) the assumptions of [Ch, (2.6)] are fulfilled. So by that
lemma O2X D Kn−1 involves exactly one nontrivial 63-module. This con-
tradicts the structure of XK1=K1  G1=K1 D 3n−1Sp2n−22.
So there exists a critical pair of type n; . Since by (2.2)(i), Zn is not an
F-module with offending subgroup in O2Gn \Gn−1, we have   n− 1.
As Pn=BPn
D 63 we get 2 D Zn x Zn \K D Zn x CZnZ and again by
(2.2)(i)
Z  Kn; i.e., Z;Zn D 1: (4)
Choose  C 1 2 1 such that Zn 6 GC1. Then we have G D G \
GC1Zn;KC1, and (4) implies that Zn;KC1 centralizes 1ZS,
where S 2 Syl2G \GC1. So by conjugation we get
1ZS; Pn D 1: (5)
On the other hand, we have 1ZS \ QZn ¯ Gn \ Gn−1 by (2.1), so
1ZS \ QZn ¯ Gn−1. Hence QZn \ ZGn D 1 and  QZn D 22n.
Case 1. Assume b D dn;  > 1. Then b  3 since b is odd; w.l.o.g.
we may assume dn − 1;  D b − 1. Set Fn−1 D
T
g2Gn−1 QZ
g
n . Then Fn−1
is invariant under Gn−1 \ Gn=Kn and the action of −2n2 on QZn yields
Fn−1 D 2 or 22n−1.
Suppose Fn−1 D 22n−1. Let  2 Pn n BPn , o D 3. Since Kn 6 Kn−1,
there exists x 2 Kn with x D −1. So
1 D Fn−1; x D Fn−1; x
D Fn−1; x−1 D Fn−1; −1 D Fn−1; :
(6)
Now let U D  QZGn−1n  D  QZPnn . Observe that the assumption b  3 implies
U to be abelian. From  QZn x Fn−1 D 2 and Fn−1;  D 1 follows U; D 4.
We want to show that U; ¯ Gn−1. Then we get U; \1ZS 6D 1,
but this yields a contradiction to (5).
First, as in (6) we can show Kn−1;   Kn−1; x  Kn−1 \ Kn. So
Kn−1 \ Kn ¯ ;Kn−1 D H and H D Kn−1 \ KnNH by the
Frattini argument. Since Kn−1=Kn−1 ¯ Gn−1=Kn−1, now we get
Gn−1 D Kn−1NGn−1
D Kn−1 \KnNGn−1 D CGn−1UNGn−1;
from which the assertion follows immediately.
So we must have Fn−1 D 2. Recall that Zn x Zn \ GC1 D 2, where
C 1 2 1 was chosen such that Zn 6 GC1.
Suppose Zn \GC1; ZC1 D 1, then Zn \GC1 ¯ Kn;ZC1. If ZC1 6
Gn, then Gn−1 D Gn \ Gn−1Kn;ZC1 and Fn−1 D
T
g2Kn;ZC1 QZ
g
n 
QZn \GC1, in contradiction to Fn−1 D 2.
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If ZC1  Gn, then ZC1 acts on Zn. As by (2.2), ZC1 cannot induce a
transvection on QZn, we get ZC1  Kn and ZC1; Zn D 1. But this yields
the contradiction ZC1 ¯ Zn;GC1 D G.
Hence Zn \GC1; ZC1 6D 1. Since dC 1; n− 1  b, we have ZC1 
Gn−1, therefore Zn \GC1; ZC1  ZGn−1n . Further, ZGn−1n  is abelian
because b  3. Thus Zn \GC1; ZC1; Zn \GC1 D 1, i.e., Zn \GC1 acts
quadratically on ZC1. Now from (2.2)(ii) follows Zn \GC1 x Zn \KC1 
2n−1, hence
 QZn x C QZnZC1   QZn x QZn \GC1 QZn \GC1 x QZn \KC1
 2  2n−1 D 2n
and C QZnZC1  2n. If ZC1 6 Gn, as above we can show that
C QZnZC1  Fn−1. But this yields a contradiction to Fn−1 D 2.
So ZC1  Gn. Now if QZn  GC1 and QZn 6 KC1, then one of QZn
and QZC1 is an F-module in contradiction to (2.2). So if QZn  GC1 thenQZn  KC1 and  QZn;ZC1 D 1. But this implies ZC1  Kn, ZC1; Zn D 1
and ZC1 ¯ Zn;GC1 D G, a contradiction.
So there is z 2 QZn nGC1. Then G D G \GC1z;KC1 and again
C QZC1z  F. So
 QZC1; z D  QZC1 x C QZC1z   QZC1 x F D 22n−1:
As QZC1  ZC1  Gn we have  QZC1; z  QZn. On the other hand
 QZC1; z  ZGC1, which is abelian. Thus  QZC1; z  C QZn QZC1 and
 QZn x C QZn QZC1   QZn x  QZC1; t  2;
i.e., QZC1 induces transvections on QZn which contradicts (2.2).
So the assumption b > 1 was false and it remains to consider
Case 2. b D 1, i.e., Zn 6 Kn−1 D K and C 1 2 1n− 1.
If QZn  Kn−1  Gn, then also QZC1  Kn−1, because  C 1 is conju-
gate to n in Gn−1. Since QZn is not an F-module with offending subgroupQZC1Kn=Kn we get QZC1  Kn,  QZC1; Zn D 1 and QZC1 ¯ Zn;GC1 D
G, a contradiction.
So  QZn x QZn \Kn−1 D 2. If 8Kn 6D 1, then 8Kn \1ZS 6D 1 and
we may suppose QZn  8Kn. But Kn x Kn \Kn−1 D 2, so 8Kn  Kn−1.
Hence, by the previous paragraph, Kn must be elementary abelian.
If KC1 \Gn;Kn D 1, then
KC1 \Gn D KC1 \Kn−1
¯ GC1 \Gn−1Kn;KC1 D Gn−1:
(7)
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Now choose  2 Kn;KC1, o D 3, with x D −1 for some x 2 Kn.
Then
1 D KC1 \Gn; x D KC1 \Gn; x
D KC1 \Gn; x−1 D KC1 \Gn; −1
(8)
and  2 CGn−1KC1 \Gn. Since  2 K
Gn−1
C1 , by (7) we get
;Kn−1  KGn−1C1 ;Kn−1 D KC1;Kn−1Gn−1
 KC1 \Kn−1Gn−1 D KC1 \Gn:
So Kn−1;  D Kn−1; ;   KC1 \ Gn;  D 1 by (8). Furthermore
Gn−1=Kn−1 D −2n−22  63, which implies that O2Pn;   Kn−1 and
O2Pn;  D O2Pn; ;   Kn−1;  D 1. But from Pn=K1  G1=K1 D
3n−1Sp2n−22 we know that O2Pn;  6D 1, a contradiction.
Therefore KC1 \Gn;Kn 6D 1 and by (2.2)
4  Kn x CKnKC1 \Gn
 Kn x Kn \GC1  Kn \GC1 x Kn \KC1
 2  Kn \GC1 x Kn \KC1:
Hence Kn \ GC1;KC1 6D 1 and Kn or KC1 is an F1-module with of-
fending subgroup KC1 \ GnKn=Kn resp. Kn \ GC1KC1=KC1. ButQZn is not an F-module with offending subgroup contained in Kn−1Kn=Kn.
Thus Gn=Kn acts trivially on Kn= QZn and by [St2, (1.6)] Kn D QZn W with
Gn;W  D 1. Now (5) implies that W ¯ Gn; Pn D G. Hence W D 1 and
the lemma is proved.
Lemma 4.11. Gn=Kn 6D −2n2:
Proof. If Gn=Kn D −2n2, then we have S x Kn D 2nn−1 and S x
Q1 D 2n−12 .
Suppose CSKn 6 Kn. Then KnK1=K1  CK1n=K1G1n=K1 D 1; so Kn 
K1. As Kn is a 2-group we even have Kn  Q1 and Q1 x Kn D 2n−1.
Let  2 NG1nS, o D 3. Then  acts on Q1n=Q1. By the remark
before (4.9) we have  2 K1. So ;Q1n  K1 \Q1n D Q1 and ;Q1n D
;Q1. As by [St2, (1.12)], Q1n=Kn;  D 22n−1, we get the contradiction
Q1; Kn=Kn D 22n−1 > Q1 x Kn.
Hence CSKn  Kn. As Q1 > Kn and CQ1n=KnO2G1n=Kn D 1, we
also have CSQ1  Q1. Now 1ZS 5 Gn by (4.9) and Zn D Kn is the
natural −2n2-module by (4.10). In particular, we have S D 2nnC1 and
Q1 D 23n−1. It follows from the order of Q1 that O3G1=K1 acts trivially
on Q1, i.e. N1 D K1 M with M D 3n−1.
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For  as above, we have G1;   Q1. Hence G1; ;Q1  Q1
and G1;Q1;   Q1; , so G1 acts on Q1;  by the Three Sub-
group Lemma. Furthermore, Q1n;   Q1n \ K1 D Q1. So Q1n;  D
Q1n; ;   Q1; . From [St2, (1.12)] and from the action of  on the
natural −2n2-module we get
Q1n;  D Q1n=Kn;   Kn;  D 22n−1  22 D 22n:
Now Q1=Q1;  D 2n−1, and because Sp2n−22 does not have a faithful
GF2-module of dimension less than 2n− 2, we get that G1 acts trivially
on Q1=Q1; . But it follows again from [St2, (1.12)] that Q1=Q1;  must
involve a nontrivial Ln−12-module for G1n=Kn. This contradiction proves
the lemma.
Proposition 4.12. There is no group with diagram
  1 2 3      n−2 n−1 n ; n  4;
such that GJ=KJ D 37Sp62 whenever the diagram induced by I n J is of
shape    .
Proof. Suppose false. In (4.8) we have shown that Gn=Kn 6D Sp2n−22
or 3n−1Sp2n−22 and in (4.11) that Gn=Kn 6D −2n2. So n D 4 and
G4=K4 D A7. But then G24=K24 D 3 32 in contradiction to (3.1).
4.4. The Remaining Cases
Lemma 4.13. 1 is not of shape    1 2 3 4 with G4=K4 of
type (G).
Proof. Suppose false. Then G34=K34 D −6 2 and (3.1) yields
G13=K13 D 6363. Thus G1=K1 is of type (E). Furthermore, K34=K4 D 27
and K34 x K3  2, so K3 and K4 are 2-groups by [W4, (1.1)]. As S x K1 
29 < 213  S x K4, we have K1 6 K4. So CK14=K4O2G14=K4 D 1 implies
that CSK1  K1.
If CSK4 6 K4 then K4K1=K1  CK14=K1O2G14=K1 D 1 and K4  K1.
Now on the one hand, the structure of K14=K4 by (1.1) (G) implies that
K1=K4 D 8K14=K4, in particular K1 x K4 D 24 and K14 x K1 D 26. On
the other hand K14=K1  25 by (1.1) (E). This is impossible.
Therefore we have CSK4  K4, too. If 1ZS 5 G4 then Z4 is an F1-
module by [W4, (1.5)] (because P4=BP4
D 63). But by [St1, (1.11)] G4=K4
does not possess such a module.
So 1ZS ¯ G4. As G3 D G34P4 this implies Z3 D 1ZSG3 D
1ZSP4. As P4=BP4 D 63, there exists T3  Z3 such that
T3 D 4; T3 D T3;G3 D T3; P4; and T4 D 2; (1)
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where
T4 D T3 \1ZS D T3; S:
Further, there exists H  G3 such that G3=H D 63 and G34 x H D 2.
Precisely, H D CG3Z3 D G3 \G13 is the stabilizer in G3 of the neigh-
bourhood of 3 in 0G3;G4.
Let V4 D TG43 . Then
V4;K4  T3;K4G4  TG44 D T4: (2)
We look at the coset-graph 0 D 0G3;G4. Let  2 0 such that b D d3; 
is minimal with respect to T3  G, T3 6 GC1 for some C 1 2 1.
If T3 6 K4 then CSK4=T4 6 K4 and G4 D CG4K4=T4B. HenceG4;K4  T4 and O2G14;K4 D 1 in contradiction to CSK4  K4.
Thus T3  K4 and b > 1.
Suppose b  3. Then V 04 D 1; w.l.o.g. we may assume d4;  D b − 1.
Then V4  G.
If   4 then also V  G4. As K34=K4 is extraspecial of order 27 and V
is abelian, we get V x V \K4  24. Let t 2 T3 nK. Then V \K4; t 
K4; V4  T4 by (2) and
V x CVt  V x V \K4  K4; t  24  2 D 25:
But by [St1, (1.11)] we have V;ZG34=K4  26 for any nontrivial G4=K4-
module V , and it is not hard to see that all involutions in K34=K4 are
conjugate in G4. So we get a contradiction and   3 must hold.
Now T  G3 and T3; T 6D 1. As T  K4 and T3  K−1 we get
T4 D T3; T D T−1 by (1).
Let  2 14 with d; D b− 2 and γ 2 1C 1. Then
d; γ  d; C d; γ  b− 2 C 2 D b:
So Tγ  G and VC1 D Tγγ 2 1 C 1  G. As T4 D T−1  T
and VC1; T D 1, we get VC1  CGT4 D G \ G4. In particularVC1; V4  V4.
Moreover, T D T−1TC1 and T3; T−1 D 1. So T3; TC1 6D 1 and
TC1 6 V4. Now (2) implies V4 \KC1; VC1  V4 \ TC1 D 1 and
V4 x CV4VC1 D V4 x V4 \KC1
D V4 x V4 \K  V4 \GC1 x V4 \KC1
 2  24 D 25:
The same argument from [St1] as above yields VC1  K4. But then
VC1; V4  K4; V4  T4  T  VC1;
which implies the contradiction VC1 ¯ GC1; V4 D G.
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It remains to consider the case b D 2. In this case (2) and T3  K4
imply that V4 is extraspecial with V
0
4 D 8V4 D T4. Furthermore, V4  G3,
V4 6 K3 and V4 x V4 \K3 D 2. Let 4 6D 0 2 13.
Suppose V4 \ K3 D V0 \ K3. Then V4 \ K30  V 04 \ V 00 D T4 \ T0 D 1.
So V4 \ K3 is abelian and V4 D ZV4D with D D D8. In particular, V4
possesses exactly two maximal elementary abelian subgroups and one of
them is V4 \K3. This yields G4 x NG4V4 \K3  2. But S  NG4V4 \K3,
so V4 \K3 ¯ G4, a contradiction to T3  V4 \K3 and the definition of V4.
So we have
V4 \K3 6D V0 \K3 for 4 6D 0 2 13: (3)
On the other hand
V4 \K0; V4  V 04 D T4  T3  V4 \K0
and
V4 \K0; V0  K0; V0 D T0  T3  V4 \K0;
which implies that V4 \K0 ¯ V4; V0;H D G3. As G3 acts 2-transitively on
13, there exists an element in G3 which interchanges 4 and 0, and we get
V4 \K0 D V0 \K4 D V4 \ V0: (4)
Now let b 2 V4 n K3. If b; V0 \ K3  V4 \ K0, then (4) implies that V0 \
K3 ¯ G3 \G0; b D G3. But then also V0 \K30 ¯ G3. As we have seen
above that V0 \ K30 6D 1, this yields the contradiction V0 \ K30 D T0 ¯
G3;G0 D G.
Thus there is t 2 V0 \ K3  G4 such that a D t; b 62 K0. In particular,
t; V4 6 T4, i.e., t acts nontrivially on V4=T4 and t 2 G4 nK4.
As t2 2 T0  V4 we have t2; b 2 V 04 D T4. Further,
t2; b D t2t2b D t2tb2 D t2ta2 D t−1ata D a2t; a;
where in the last equation we use the fact that a2; t D 1 because of a2 2
T4  ZG4.
So t; a D a2t2; b 2 T4 or, equivalently, aT4 2 CV4=T4t. Since a 2
V4 \K3 and a 62 K0, this means that CV4\K3=T4t 6 K0. Now
V4=T4 x CV4=T4t  V4 x V4 \K3  V4 \K3=T4 x CV4\K3=T4t
 2  1
2
V4 \K3 x V4 \K0  V4 \K0; t  25:
Applying [St1, (1.11)] to V4=T4 this yields again a contradiction. (Notice that
V4 \K30 D T4  K0. Therefore V4 \K3K0=K0 is elementary abelian and
V4 \K3 x V4 \K0  24 as before.)
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Lemma 4.14. 1 is not of shape      1 2 3 4 .
Proof. By (4.13) and (3.1), G1=K1 and G4=K4 are both of type (E). If
CSKi  Ki for i D 1; 4, by (3.2) we may assume that 1ZS ¯ G1.
In particular, 1ZS;G14 D 1. Now (3.4) yields the contradiction that
1ZS ¯ G4, too.
If CSK1 6 K1, then G1 D CG1K1S and
K1K4=K4  CK14=K4O2G14=K4 D 1:
Hence K1  K4 and
K4 x K1 D
S x K1
S x K4
 2
9
27
D 4:
Now the action of G14 on K14 forces K4 D K1 D 1. But then the structures
of G1 resp. G4 imply 1 6D 1ZS ¯ G13;G24 D G, again a contradic-
tion.
Lemma 4.15. 1 is not of shape    1 2 3 4 .
Proof. Suppose false. By the results of Section 1, G1=K1 is not of type
(G) and by (3.1), G1=K1 is of not of type (F). So G1=K1 is of type (E).
Since G14=K14 6D −6 2, the case G4=K4 D −8 2 is not possible, and since
G4=K4 6D A7 by (3.1), we must have G4=K4 D Sp62 or 37Sp62. In par-
ticular, G14=K14 D 66 or 366, S x K14 D 24 and S x K1  28.
Suppose CSKi  Ki for i D 1; 4. Then (3.3) yields 1ZS 5 G1.
Now by (3.4), 1ZS;G14 6D 1. So 1ZS 5 G4 and by [W4, (1.5)],
Z1 and Z4 are F1-modules. Then 1ZS;N14  Z1;N4 D 1 by (2.8),
which yields a contradiction to (2.4).
If CSK4 6 K4, then
K4K1=K1  CK14=K1O2G14=K1 D 1
and K4  K1. As
K1 x K4 D
S x K4
S x K1
 2
9
28
D 2;
we get G14;K1  K4 and O2G14;K1 D 1. Now CSK1 6 K1, G1 D
CG1K1S, and K4 ¯ G1;G4 D G. Hence K4 D 1 and S is isomorphic to
a Sylow-2-subgroup of Sp62. It is well known from the structure of Sp62
that O2G34 D K34 is an indecomposableG34-module of dimension 6 which
involves two irreducible 3-dimensional submodules for G34=K34 D L32.
But G3=K3 D L32  63. So K34 x K3 D 2 and K3 ¯ G34, a contradiction.
On the other hand, if CSK1 6 K1, then
K1K4=K4  CK14=K4O2G14=K4
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and the structure of Sp62 resp. 37Sp62 yields K1 x K1 \ K4  2. But
now we have
K4 x K4 \K1 D
K4
K1
 K1 x K1 \K4 
S x K1
S x K4
 2  2:
So G14;K4  K1 \K4 and O2G14;K4 D 1, i.e., CSK4 6 K4 and we
are in the first case.
Proof of the Main Theorem. Let G 2 C with diagram 1. In Section 1 we
have restricted the possibilities for G to the cases (a) to (l).
If 1 is a square, then G is as in (a) or (b) of Section 1 (as already
mentioned, the other square diagrams have been excluded by [Gil]). We
have shown in (4.1) and (4.2) that we get (1.a) resp. (1.b) of the Theorem.
If 1 is a star, we get the three statements (2.a)–(2.c) from (4.4), (4.5),
and (4.6).
If G is as in (h), it was shown in [IS], [ShSt] that (3.a) of the Theorem
holds. If G is as in (k), then [W4, W1] resp. [W2] yield the statements (i),
(ii), and (iii) of (3.b).
So it remains to exclude the cases (f), (g), (i), (j), and (l). For (f) and (g)
this was done in (4.14), for (i) in (4.12), and for (l) in (4.15). Suppose G is as
in (j), i.e., G has the diagram    1 2 3 4 . Then G4=K4 is of type
(D) in the notation of (1.1). Now G24=K24 D 3  32 and P1=BP1 D 63
by that lemma. Since G1=K1 D 37Sp62, we have G12=K12 D 366. So we
can apply (3.1) and get the contradiction that G24=K24 D 63  63 should
hold.
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